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Some key notes before reading

The counties mentioned throughout this document are:

 Ross & Cromarty: Sometimes listed as just Ross-shire as the two counties of Ross-shire and Cromarty
were merged in about 1890. Includes most of the island of Lewis as well as several smaller islands in
the Outer Hebrides. See here http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ross-shire and here
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cromartyshire

 Inverness-shire: Includes the Isle of Skye and the Outer Hebrides below Lewis as well several of the
Inner Hebrides. See here http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inverness-shire

 Sutherland – appears to be most northerly extent  of the family in records found thus far – see here
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sutherland

 Perthshire -– appears to be most northerly extent  of the family in records found thus far – see here
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perthshire

NB Only the earlier Stewarts are found in Perthshire (ie late 1700s and early 1800s)

In some rare cases the parishes or villages mentioned have been moved through boundary changes from
one county to another.

Records pre and post 1855 - Birth and death certificates after 1855 include much more detail than pre-1855.
That is why rather than search for birth certificates for those born before 1855 it has been much more
fruitful to search for death certificates. Pre 1855 birth and deaths may only list one parent and nothing else.
Post 1855 includes both parents, maiden name of mother, profession of father, cause of death, informant,
residence etc.

The 1841 census does not name the place the person was born in, it only says if they were either born in/or
out of the county.

Found a reference to Stewarts escaping to the Coigach parish / area of Ross & Cromarty after Culloden – its
not clear whether this is the same family. The family are found in a part of Coigach in a place called
Badinscallie in the 1851 census.

Many of the records for the same person have different birth places listed on different censuses. In most
cases the places are right next to each other, perhaps changed boundaries over time. E.g. Kintail, Locharron
and Lochalsh.

Jane MacDonald, one of the current family members, commissioned some genealogy research, and the
researcher states that they “Have video of Shemac (Jemima MacDonald) and Jimmy MacDonald (Seaumas
MacDòmnhall / Crìsdean) talking Beurla Regaird (Backward Speech). An old version of Gaidhlig spoken by the
Cearsdannan. Referred to the book ‘The Summer Walkers’ for written down Beurla Regaird words.”



SECTION 2: THE MACDONALD/STEWART ANCESTORS
(‘MA’)
___________________________________________________________________________________

Introduction

The MacDonald and Stewart’s appear to have been native travellers, and according to Robert Dawson (a
traveller expert) were basically native Highland travellers, who probably had some Gipsy/Gipsie Romani
blood by intermarriage, but were largely native travellers who plied their trade as horners, potters, tinsmiths
– i.e. travelling tradespeople and craftsmen who earned a living by making and fixing stuff such as tin pans,
spoons etc., (horners made cutlery and knives etc., from stag etc horns).

At their zenith, the family travelled in the 1800s (as shown in census records) in areas that had no roads, and
the postie would have to run for several days to deliver mail from town to town (see Dixon’s detailed
summary about Gairloch in the 1800s in Ebooks  section). Native travellers were generally welcomed; the
travellers brought in news and gossip from elsewhere, and also brought key  essential items needed for
crofter households (such as tin pails for milking cows, spoons, knives, implements etc). Government
documentation exists from the 1800s that distinguishes native travellers from beggars, ‘Egyptians’ (gypsies)
and vagabonds, and generally refers to native travellers as traders and labourers.

Scots Nawken

According to Robert Dawson, (http://www.robertdawson.co.uk/ ) who I have been in contact with, the
family are a bit of a rare breed, and little is known about them. The family were ‘Nawken’ and this is what
he said about them in an email in November 2014:

“…there really are nothing like enough people of Scots Nawken descent……….There are many books
on Scottish Gypsy Travellers, though several are old and rare and valuable. But you might like to look
for the books of Jess Smith and Sheila Stewart in your local library. Also, have a look at my Gallery
website – www.robertdawsongallery.co.uk – under Scottish Nawken. I have probably 1000 more
pictures to put up yet including many Scots. It’s finding time to do these things.

And finally, there are MacDonalds round here {Derbyshire/Manchester} intermarried with Prices/Lees
and Evanses. They stop here for the winter and go back north with some of their English Romani kin
to travel Scotland from the Spring (“when the first bumble bees come”) to about Oct. I was chatting
to one a few years ago who told me a legend of a MacDonald Nawken memorial – very little known
of course – I forget where except near a loch. It is a wonderful tale. I do have notes ‘somewhere’ so if
of interest will search them out. Duncan Williamson mentions the same thing in one of his books. It
reminds me of the Tinkers’ Heart which Jess Smith has been desperately trying to preserve from
destruction. I suspect she would welcome an ally and would doubtless support you if you choose to
fight to preserve your family legend memorial (and it is legend).



I have always had a deep affection for the Nawken over 50 years because their suffering has, if
anything, been worse than that of the English/Welsh Gypsies or Irish Travellers. You are part of an
endangered but wonderful species ...”

There are several theories (read guesswork) about Nawken, some say the Nawken started travelling due to
the Highland Clearances, and others say the Nawken always travelled centuries before that. Some say that
the tinsmiths were originally sword makers in the 12-15th Century, and whilst there is some evidence for
that, I haven’t been able to track the family back to sword smiths (no records at that time) so we will never
know whether predecessors were dispossessed and forced on the road, or whether they had always made
swords and possibly plaid brooches for the Clan chiefs and travelled to battles with them.

Jane /Jean/Janet Stewart nee MacArthur (ref MA6) and her father Duncan MacArthur ( MA4) -the root
forebears from late 1700s- are mentioned by name in Campbell’s 1910 book on the Highlands in Chapter 2
on Gypsy travellers (see entries on Jane/Jean MacArthur in this document and Appendix 4) and the story is
based in Perthshire. Duncan is noted as being a traveller, and although the stories about Duncan and his
duaghter Jane/Jean are not dated, it would appear that Duncan was travelling around 1800 and was known
to read his bible (so he can’t have been uneducated). This was only 50 odd years after the 1745/46 Jacobite
Rebellion. The family were clearly travellers, and are likely to have been ‘Nawken’

Records show the family located in Blair Atholl and Little Dunkeld in Perthshire. James Stewart who married
Jane /Jean MacArthur was born in Little Dunkeld, (in a region known as Atholl) and is also reported as being
born in Atholl (near Pitlochry) (Towns and villages in Atholl include Aberfeldy, Ballinluig, Blair Atholl,
Dunkeld, Kirkmichael, Logierait, Pitlochry and Weem). This could make James Stewart one of the
descendants of the Atholl Stewarts but that is conjecture.

Atholl Stewarts, Appin Stewarts and Coigach Stewarts

The Atholl Stewarts are a ‘famous’ branch of the Stewart Clan, (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clan_Stewart)
who are directly descended from one of the most notorious Stewarts of the fourteenth century Alexander
Stewart, Earl of Buchan, more commonly known as 'The Wolf of Badenoch'. The descendants of Alexander
Stewart became known as Athollmen.  In 1822 an estimate was recorded that there were upwards of 4,000
Stewarts living in the province of Atholl (ie around Blair Atholl and Dunkeld), all descended from this one
individual.  The Wolf of Badenoch used to intimidate and bully villagers, and he is reported to have sired
more than 40 illegitimate children. (NB Present day, the Atholl Highlanders is Europe’s only legal private
army, based in Blair Atholl).

Appin Stewarts are another branch of the Stewart Clan http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clan_Stewart_of_Appin
who were also ardent and super loyal to the Stewart monarchy and the Jacobite cause. One of the Appin
Stewarts, Charles Stewart of Ardsheal was one of Prince Charles commanding officers, and at the Battle of
Culloden in 1746, the Appin Regiment suffered immense casualties. Following the failure of the Jacobite
Rebellion, over 100 clan leaders were executed, some 3000+ imprisoned and  1000+ were banished to the
colonies in forced emigration. Post Culloden, Charles Stewart of Ardsheal hid from the English Red Coats in
a cave as they searched up and down the country for those involved in the Rebellion. The cave is now
known as Ardsheal’s Cave. Now it’s interesting to note that there is lots of evidence of travellers living in
caves, so I do wonder if travellers were involved in any way, but again that is conjecture.



What is also interesting is that the Gairloch Heritage Centre stated that Stewarts are very rare for the
Gairloch Parish (1700-1900), and yet there are so many Stewarts in the nearby Coigach parish! So why the
remarkable prevalence of Stewarts in one place?  The Coigach Stewarts are supposed to have been
descended from 3 Appin Stewarts who survived Culloden and escaped to the Coigach area (in which
Badenscaille is located), and in time created many Stewart descendants in Coigach (see appendix 4).

Stewart refugees are mentioned in the book "Peoples and Settlement in North-West Ross" edited by John R.
Baldwin in 1994. In addition two people contacted Donald MacDonald-Ross of Ontario (John Macleod in
1999 and Jean Stewart in 1984) both stating that all the Stewarts of the Barony of Coigach are descended
from 3 Culloden refugee Stewarts. Donald MacDonald-Ross states that in 1999 John MacLeod wrote to him
as follows;

“Various families came into the area following the '45, including the Stewarts, a party of whom
(women included!) escaped from the battlefield of Culloden and fled north through the hills until they
reached the Oykel valley at Tutim. There one of the women is buried in the graveyard above the road.
The party turned West and eventually settled in Coigach. Originally from the Appin area, all the
Stewarts in Coigach are descended from those settlers.”

Now the Lewis MacDonalds said that they thought that the family date back to the Battle of Culloden and I
figured that was just wishful romantic thinking. However! It could be true! See Appendix 4 for details from
one enormous website on the Coigach area, which features our very own MacDonald and Stewart ancestors.
Just as I was giving up hope of finding where the family went to, when not in Lewis or Gairloch or Perth area,
I found them!

The travelling Tinsmiths were picked up in the 1851 Census North West of Ullapool, in a town called
Badenscallie (also known as Badinscally), part of the Coigach parish of Ross. Now Donald MacDonald-Ross of
Ontario (http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coigach/index.htm ) has been researching the
Coigach area since the 1980s and has amassed a vast amount of records and has interpreted every single
entry for Badiscallie through every census (1841- 1891). The area is awash with Stewarts-literally 100s of
them - too many to be one family, so the name  ‘Stewart’ would indicate loyalty to Charles Stuart.

See here for Badenscallie a town full of Stewarts! This web page runs to 100s of pages in length :
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coigach/nbadsc.htm ) our family are found  around
here, and a summary of the data is given in the section on the 1851 Census, found later in this document.

Note also that someone else (the website owners name appears to be anonymous) has put together an
enormous site on Coigach Lines -Tenant Genealogy of Coigach Crofts, Scotland, 1800-1900. There are many
entries for Stewarts in Badenscaille but  haven’t yet been able to ‘interrogate’ those documents to see if any
are our ancestors. The family could be related, but equally it could not, as the records relate to tenancies, so
if our family were travellers, then they are unlikely to have held tenancies, but could have been related to
some of the family who did hold tenancies. These two entries are of interest:

https://coigachlines.wordpress.com/2010/01/31/sdd76-stewart267137a152-badenscallie-isle-martin/

https://coigachlines.wordpress.com/2010/01/31/sdd75-stewart-124-151-polglas-badenscallie/



During the Jacobite rising of 1745 the chief of the Clan MacLeod, Norman MacLeod of Dunvegan, did not
support the Jacobites and instead raised several Independent Highland Companies in support of the
Government forces. The Macleods of Raasay, a branch of the MacLeods of Lewis, fought at the Battle of
Culloden as part of the Glengarry Regiment, in retribution, the MacLeods of Dunvegan, under their chief,
Norman MacLeod, burned and pillaged the Island of Raasay, harassing its inhabitants for many weeks in the
late summer of 1746. As a result Norman MacLeod became known as "The Wicked Man"

Now surnames such as Mackenzie and MacLeod had been around pre 1850, but I imagine that a lot of folk
would have chosen Stewart as their surname after the Jacobite Rebellion both to show their allegiance to
Charles Stuart, but possibly as perhaps having the name MacLeod or MacKenzie was too risky at the time in
the Coigach region and a desire to remain anonymous wrt to the different positions  of the various Macleod
clans (ie for/against the jacobites). Maybe having the surname MacLeod meant you could be targeted by
either of the MacLeod clans, and Stewart was a safer bet….all of this is conjecture of course.  It could be that
the Coigach Stewarts are indeed all descended from Stewarts, or that the area served as a gathering point
for all Stewart supporters, post Culloden, including those from various other clans such as the Macleods of
Raasay. In any event, it was the English who brought in census recording, as part of their means of control.
Maybe the prevalence of the surname Stewart was a means to object to English rule.

So we now have definitive evidence for the Stewart MacArthur ancestors them living in the Stewart
stronghold of the Coigach parish. So our family seems to have mixed with the Atholl Stewarts and the
Coigach Stewarts (who are alleged to have been descended from the Appin Stewarts).

Either way, it’s clear the family were loyal to the Stuart/Stewart cause, not the Hanoverian one, as they
travelled between Jacobite strongholds in a time when migration would have been common due to Highland
clearances, and at a time when the Coigach area was heavily persecuted by the English throne, and when
clans were outlawed, and clan members were hanged for treason. Certainly travelling Gaelic speaking
travellers would probably have been useful in terms of carrying news between Jacobite loyalist groups
around  the country at the time.

So we will probably never know whether our Stewart ancestors are from the Appin or Atholl Stewarts, but it
is interesting to note that the living Lewis MacDonalds report that the older generation stated that they are
descended from Stewart Royalty due to an illegitimate child of a tinker woman, reportedly to Prince Charles,
(which is unlikely as it appears Prince Charles was gay, or at least bisexual), but we will never know….

Jacobite Rebellions and the Highland Clearances

The Lewis family report an individual ancestor called Ceard Na Corichean (Caird with the missing finger?)
who was the first person to go on the road. He cut off his own thumb so he couldn’t fight in an English army
(the assumption therefore is that he was a Jacobite and supported Prince Charles Stuart’s cause). However I
have not been able to find any records of this individual, or confirm a time that he lived other than it being
verbally suggested that he lived around the 16th C.



Following the Jacobite Rebellions, a series of new laws were passed by the British. This included the 1716
Disarming Act which outlawed anyone in defined parts of Scotland from having "in his or their custody, use,
or bear, broad sword or target, poignard, whinger, or durk, side pistol, gun, or other warlike weapon" unless
authorised. This act proved ineffectual, and in 1725 an act ‘for the more effectual disarming the highlands in
that part of Great Britain called Scotland; and for the better securing the peace and quiet of that part of the
kingdom’ was passed and more effectively enforced by Major-General George Wade.

After the 1745 Jacobite Rebellion (which included the Battle of Culloden) a further act was passed in 17461

as a means to crush the Highland Clan system and with it support for Charles Stuart. Thus clans were
outlawed and the wearing of the kilt was banned in the travellers would have switched to other metal
crafting such as tinsmithing.

Note that the women usually nursed the sick and injured after battles and so travelled with their husbands,
so it is possible that the family were always travellers with the ancient Clans. It is clear from history books
that sword smiths were highly valued and had a reasonably valued position in society when Clan wars were
going on, (12C +) but, the truth is we will never know whether the family came from a privileged position
and had always travelled, or whether they travelled as a result of the horrific Highland clearances where
highlanders had to leave their tenanted homes and land and travel to avoid persecution (and actually the
clearances were brutal with a capital B). See here for a good timeline of events
http://www.cranntara.org.uk/clear.htm

Dates of the exact start of the Highland clearances are hotly debated, with some clearances for sheep raising
in the late 1700s. However the bulk of clearances occurred from 1800 onwards, with many around 1800-
1820. It was only WW1 that put an end to persecution and where highlanders were forcibly drafted into the
military. Note that the MacDonald Ancestors James Stewart and Jane/Jean/Janet MacArthur married in
1824, right at the time of the Highland clearances. As they were born Perthshire (south of Rosshire and
Cromarty) and Sutherland (north of Rosshire and Cromarty) respectively (a good long way apart), then it is
likely that the families were travelling in late 1700s, if not before that date.

Searching the records

There is a heritage centre in Harris run by Bill Lawson- http://www.seallam.com/coleisthu.htm It’s a private
enterprise and I’ve been to the visitor centre. I commissioned some research and this was the output below,
it’s a bit scant on detail, and further detail was obtained from the Highlands records centre from the census
data and from Scotland’s people.

Data on the family is scarce due to their travelling habits so different generations are scattered
geographically. Travellers were only generally picked up in the (10 yearly) census records, and given that
births deaths and marriages were not generally recorded until the late 1800s, it is not surprising that the
family are rather absent from records. Neither sets of records (from Sellam and Inverness records centre)
are complete, and there are some discrepancies. Also I have the family tree of a Jane MacDonald (one of the

1 The Act of Proscription was an Act of the Parliament of Great Britain, which came into effect in Scotland on 1 August
1746. It was part of a series of efforts to crush the Clan system in the aftermath of the Jacobite Rising of 1745. These
laws were finally repealed on 1 July 1782. One of the subsidiary Acts was the Dress Act which forbade the wearing of
Highland dress (plaid kilts etc).



other 7 sisters lineage) and there are further discrepancies there also. I haven’t received permission to share
the Jane MacDonald tree yet, so that is for later…..). So the tree overleaf appears to have some errors, but it
is included to ensure this document is comprehensive in terms of records searches.

Naming conventions

Some information on surnames and naming conventions are important in this family and common at that
time. Information from Blair MacAulay of Toronto (see source data for detailed description) states:

“Pre circa 1800 surnames did not exist in the Western Isles.  People were known by their “sloinneadh”
(i.e. their “handle” or name by which they were commonly known) that was a combination of one or
more of the following: nickname, patronymic, occupational name and/or place of residence. For
example, the tailor Angus MacPherson might be known as “Angus Tailor”. More frequently the
“sloinneadh” was the person’s patronymic eg “”Domhnull mac Alasdair ‘ic Raonuill” (Donald son of
Alexander the son of Ronald) (in Gaelic “mac” means “son” and mhic, or abbreviated “’ic”, means
“son of the son”.

It is clear from the Lewis MacDonalds that this practice continues, and this helps distinguish between
different people with the same name in the same generation.

“When in the early 19th century surnames became necessary for civil and recording purposes, most
Highlanders adopted the surname of their Clan Chief”, so in terms of genetics and blood lines
MacDonalds from North Uist may have no relationship with MacDonald’s of Lewis for instance. The
view that everyone in the Highlands belonged to a clan to which they were related by blood is a
myth”.

Scotland’s People outlines some of the key issues relating to searching the records and naming conventions (
taken from here http://www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk/content/help/index.aspx?561 )

“Variations in forenames are very common in the records. The name by which a person was born or
christened, might look very different when they married or died. For example, Elizabeth might be
known and/or recorded as Elisabeth, Eliza, Betty, Betsy, Beth, Bessie, Elspeth, Elsie, to name but a
few. Some of the influences brought to bear on Scottish forenames are indicated below.

Abbreviations, Diminutives, Nicknames/pet names
Records are full of abbreviated forms of some forenames, e.g. William might be recorded as Will,
Wm. or Willm., Charles as Chas., Margaret as Margt. or Mgt., James as Jas., Alexander as Alexr., and
so on.

Also, diminutives, nicknames and pet names, if habitually in use, might be recorded instead of the
proper name, e.g. Euphan/Eupham/Effy for Euphemia, Katie/Kate/Kath/Kathy for Katherine,
Jamie/Jimmy/Jim for James, Maggie/Meg/Peggy for Margaret, Alec/Alex/Sandy/Eck for Alexander,
Dod for George.



This is particularly prevalent in the Old Parish Register records (OPRs), and probably more so in
smaller parishes, where the person recording the information, usually the session clerk or the
minister, would know the families in the area.

Anglicising forenames
It was very common for registrars in Gaelic-speaking areas of the Highlands and Western Isles to
anglicise common Gaelic forenames, for instance recording Morag as Mary, Iain as John and Hamish
as James. Gaelic-speaking families themselves, who migrated to urban areas, may also have
anglicised their names.

Ambiguous names
Names that, today, we would normally associate with boys were occasionally (mainly in the North of
Scotland) given to girls and vice versa, for example, Nicholas. Christian, viewed as a boy’s name
today, was quite a common girl’s name in Scotland, and used as an alternative to Christina.

Sometimes during indexing of the Old Parish Registers, it was unclear from the name whether the
child was male or female, particularly if the entry recorded “child of” instead of “son of” or “daughter
of”. Further confusion would arise if the name had been abbreviated and that abbreviated form
could apply equally to a boy or a girl, e.g. Willm. might be William or Williamina. In such cases, a “U”
for unstated was entered in the index to ensure that the wrong sex was not attributed. These “U”
values are included in all Male, Female or Both Sex searches.

Many boys’ names were transformed into girls’ names by adding “ina”, e.g. Thomasina, Georgina,
Hughina, Jamesina, Williamina. These names might be abbreviated to Ina in later life. Williamina
might become Mina.

Interchangeable names
Some names are completely interchangeable e.g. Agnes and Nancy, Donald and Daniel. Jane could be
recorded as Jean, Jessie or Janet.

Early spellings may vary from later ones , e.g. Jannet, Jhonet, Jonat, Jonnet or Jonet instead of Janet,
Margrat or Margret for Margaret, Henrie for Henry, Andro or Androw for Andrew, Alisoun, Alesoune,
Alisone for Alison.”

It is clear that the family had a farily limited set of names in use, which makes research a bit mindboggling as
the names are repeated within and between generations extensively, however it is clear that the family
were following traditional naming patterns as follows (see Appendix3 for more information):

Daughters

1. Firstborn daughter - named after her maternal grandmother (her mother's mother).Variation - named
after her paternal grandmother (her father's mother)

2. Secondborn daughter - named after her paternal grandmother (her father's mother). Variation - named
after her maternal grandmother (her mother's mother)

3. Thirdborn daughter - named after her mother



4. Fourthborn daughter - named after her mother's oldest sister. Variation - named after her maternal great
grandmother (her mother's maternal grandmother)

5. Fifthborn daughter - named after her father's oldest sister. Variation - named after her paternal great
grandmother (her father's maternal grandmother)

Sons

1. Firstborn son - named after his paternal grandfather (his father's father) Variation - named after his
maternal grandfather (his mother's father)

2. Secondborn son - named after his maternal grandfather (his mother's father) Variation - named after his
paternal grandfather (his father's father)

3. Thirdborn son - named after his father

4. Fourthborn son - named after his father's oldest brother Variation - named after his paternal great
grandfather (his father's paternal grandfather)

5. Fifthborn son - named after his mother's oldest brother Variation - named after his maternal great
grandfather )his mother's paternal grandfather)

More information on  Scottish naming conventions can also be found in the Appendices.



The MacArthurs and Stewarts- the MacDonald Ancestors- overview

The limited records show the following MacArthur and Stewart ancestors of Jane Stewart, who married
Donald MacDonald and had the ‘7 sisters’:

The limited records show the following MacDonald and Stewart ancestors of Donald MacDonald, who
married Jane Stewart and had the ‘7 sisters’:



It has taken me 2 years to work out the ‘double cousin’ elements in the family. The lady at the Harris Sellam
heritage centre did whisper somewhat conspiratorially and quietly that there are many double cousins in the
family. I didn’t really pay any attention, until I was confronted with working out the trees and couldn’t work
out why there was repetition on both sides of a marriage, which frankly left me scratching my head. As it
happens the Sellam centre missed out the previous generations of MacDonalds, MacArthurs and Stewarts
from the chart they produced (overleaf) albeit that they were aware of the cousin intermarriage.

The Sellam chart (overleaf) does however show that there was further intermarriage of the son of Mary
Stewart (the sister of Jane Stewart MA12) called John MacDonald ( ie Jane’s nephew) who married Jessie
one of the 7 sisters, ie Jessie and John were first cousins. Mary was Jessie’s aunt and Jane was Johns aunt,
and simultaneously therefore the respective mother in laws were also their aunties.



Sellam Harris genealogy centre tree (Bill Lawson):

To aid interpretation ive added my notes to the Sellam document:



Inverness Records Centre research results:

See later section on ‘How many sisters?’ for more information on the above children



Christina Stewart (MA1) and John Stewart (MA2) great great grandparents
of the ‘7 sisters’
___________________________________________________________________________________

These are the great great grandparents of the 7 sisters ( on both sides of the family). They are the parents of
James Stewart (MA5) who married Janet MacArthur ( MA6), who had a daughter Jane Stewart (MA7)  who
married James MacDonald (MA10) who had Donald Macdonald the father of the 7 sisters. They are also the
parents of Jane Stewart ( MA7) ie James and Jane were brother and sister.

So Donald MacDonald’s ( MA11) uncle is James Stewart (MA5), who is his wife Jane Stewarts (MA12)s father.

Jane Stewart (MA12)’s aunty is Jane Stewart MA7 who is her husband’s father. Therefore Donald (MA11)
and Jane ( MA12) were first cousins.

Christina and John are picked up in the 1841 and 1851 census documents

Add details



Mary Stewart (MA3) and Duncan MacArthur (MA4) great great
grandparents of the ‘7 sisters’
___________________________________________________________________________________

These are the great great grandparents of the 7 sisters They are the parents of Jane MacArthur (MA6) who
married James Stewart (MA5), who had a daughter Jane Stewart (MA12)  who married Donald Macdonald
(MA11) the father of the 7 sisters.

Whilst we cannot be 100% certain, evidence suggests that Duncan MacArthur   was known as ‘Old Duncan’
and Jane/Jean his daughter as "Co-leaic” though I don’t know what that translates as. Stories about them are
reported in a book from 1910 : Reminiscences and Reflections of an Octogenarian Highlander, By Duncan
Campbell (1910).

Now, this bit of information is interesting! Jane MacDonald (one of living relatives) passed a copy of her
family tree to me via Mary MacKenzie – her documents contained the following interesting sentence

“Found an article on a person called Jean MacArthur, referred to as Co-Leaic. Mentions her
parent as old Duncan. Think this could be Jean MacArthur on the tree as her father was
listed on her death as a policeman, latterly a tinsmith”



I found the article referred to, on the internet ‘Reminiscences and Reflections of an Octogenarian
Highlander Chapter II. - Luchd-Siubhail or Gangrel Bodies’
http://www.electricscotland.com/history/octogenarian/chapter2.htm

The full index to the book is here http://www.electricscotland.com/history/octogenarian/index.htm

NB Luchd-Siubhail means gypsy/traveller. The chapter is reproduced in full in Appendix 2and is worth a read
as it explains a lot about the native tinkers (ie the Nawken) and really sets the scene of travellers in the
1700s and 1800s.

The chapter appears to tell some stories about Jean/Jane MacArthur and her father ‘Old Duncan’. Now on
the face of it, it does seem strange that a policeman became a tinker, but if the story is about the same
Duncan MacArthur tinker, it would seem that this ‘Old Duncan’ saw himself as a bit of a policemen of the
tinkers and nearby kiln workers. It would certainly fit. So whilst Old Duncan may not have been a blue coated
official policeman, perhaps he was an informal self appointed policeman?

Also note in the chapter, that Jean/Jane MacArthur, daughter of Old Duncan MacArthur (which matches our
family record perfectly) has a run–in with a real policeman who tries to arrest her, but the local surgeon on
whose land the tinkers camped out intervened and had her released! It really does appear to be the same
family. The surgeon’s name is Dr John Stewart of Findynate/Fyndynate who lived in c1786-1868. Findynate is
an estate in Strathtay, (ie Atholl Stewarts territory) and Dr Stewart was an ex Royal Navy surgeon.

Now if Jean was born 1804-07 and was a grown woman in  this story, then she would be say between 20-
30yr (she must have travelled a lot as she is known far and afield by the name ‘Co-leaic’ so she is probably in
her 20s or 30s), so that would date the story below to circa  1830, which would make the Dr Stewart circa 45
years old. Given that a military commission was usually 21 years then the dates certainly match up perfectly.
The article talks about Old Duncan attending church and being a bible reader and a disciplined parent, who
was the leader of the travelling group.

The story takes place in Strathtay, Perthshire, quite some distance from Bonar where Jean/Jane was born,
but it would seem that records of the forebears from the late 1700s (and other Stewart members of the
family who intermarried) show that they did travel between Sutherland and Perthshire, and only later
adopted the west coast travelling covering Coigach, Ullapool, Gairloch and later Stornoway.

Extracts from the chapter are given below

“THE people who travelled about in these far off days were all newscarriers, who helped to keep
widely-apart Highland districts in living touch with one another. They could be roughly divided into
two classes traders and beggars. But drivers of cattle to Falkirk trysts and harvesters formed another
class, and so also did the drovers and cattle dealers. In our district John Macdonald from Badenoch,
called the "Marsan Mor," or big merchant, was seventy years ago at the head of the traders. John
travelled about with a cart of drapery goods from Inverness to Callander on the Lowland border. His
twice a year visit was something like an event in every glen between the two places. He had been
trained to the business, for his father, Alasdair Baideanach, had been long on the road before him. …

I rather think our gipsies, although they had a sprinkling of Romany blood, and a knowledge of the
Romany lingo, should properly be called tinkers, or travelling artisans. It seems to me that the tinkers
had been a feature in the life of the Highlands long before any "Lord of Little Egypt" with his



followers came to Scotland and imposed on James V. and his Parliament, and that afterwards gipsies
and tinkers got to some extent intermingled in the Highlands, but to an infinitely less degree than
they did on the Borders. In my young days tinkers mended pots and pans, and made spoons out of
the horns of rams and cattle. In the time of my grandfather, and even later, they still retained their
old repute for being capable silversmiths to whom people brought silver and gold to be melted down
and to be converted into brooches, rings, and clasps for girdles, or to decorate hilts of swords and
daggers. …....…

…… In child-hood I looked on the coming of the tinkers as a great and welcome event. They usually
had a donkey or two with them, and I got liberty to ride these animals. Peter Ruadh was a good
piper, and set people dancing. I liked to sit on the steps leading down to the fire-place and watch
them at their work, men roasting horns and shaping spoons out of them; women scraping and
polishing the moulded and sliced spoons, the better sort of which were not without embellishment;
other men making tin lanterns and cans, and old cunning hands mending pots, pans, or rings and
brooches. When trade abounded, they were quite industrious. But when money for work came in,
they were apt to indulge in a spree and be noisy…..

…….The tinkers that travelled back and forward, plying their vocations, called themselves by Highland
clan surnames Maclarens, Macarthurs, Macalpines, Camerons, Toiseach or Mackintoshes, Rosses,
Mackays, Gunns, etc. If they were, as I think they mostly were, the descendants of native travelling
guilds of artisans who, late in their history, became very slightly mixed up with the outlandish
Romany gipsies, their right to clan surnames may, in many instances, have been genuine although
the clans were unwilling to admit it. At any rate they went by the same surnames during successive
generations. But those of them who called themselves by the royal name were too numerous for
credibility in their Stuart descent. Perhaps it was in consequence of James the Sixth's legislation
against "broken men" that so many tinkers put themselves under the protection of the kingly
surname. The tinkers took their clannish pretension seriously, and were hotly loyal to the surnames
they had inherited or long ago assumed.

My grandmother, Catherine Macarthur … spoke with respect, and so did others, of Duncan
Macarthur, the former patriarch of the band who were nearly all his children and grandchildren
and their marriage relations. Duncan, it seems, read his Bible, went to church in handsome clothes
wherever he stayed, managed in some way to get a little education for his folk, and kept them
under such strong moral discipline that they behaved well during all his days. …

…About 1800, John Mor Macarthur, my grandmother's brother, who was fifteen years younger than
she was, took a turn at buying and selling cattle. At Dalnacardach Inn, then a great station, he and
an Atholl man got into a fierce dispute with half-a- dozen men from the other side of the Grampians
….. In the fight John and the Atholl man would eventually have got the worst of it, if tinker Duncan
and his band, who happened to be crossing from north to south, had not unexpectedly appeared
on the scene and threateningly intervened. When Duncan declared that he and his would not
allow Robert Macarthur's son to be ill-used by any set of men in their presence, peace had to be
made on the spot, for Duncan was master of the greater force, and although not a quarrelsome,
he was a resolute man who would carry a warning to deeds. However welcome it might have been
at the time, John did not at all like to be teased afterwards about the way in which he had been
rescued by "his tinker clansmen." He had a high and noble traditional origin for the Macarthurs of



Breadalbane and Glenlyon, and refused to entertain the idea that through that traditional origin they
might also have some far-off tinker clansmen.

Dr John Stewart of Fyndynate was by no means so squeamish about admitting tinker claims for clan
ranking according to their surnames. He had been a navy surgeon for many years, and when he came
home to reside on his small ancestral property in Strathtay, and to establish for himself a medical
practice over a large district, he was found still to be a Highlander of the Highlanders in language and
sympathies. He was one of the small lairds of long descent who helped much to link all classes
together and to sweeten the social life of their locality and their age. He gave the tinkers a camping-
place on his property, where they took care to comport themselves so well that no fault could be
justly found with them by Justices of the Peace of which body he was himself a member nor by
ministers, kirk sessions, or the country people. When they encamped on his ground he looked to it
that they should send their children to school well cleaned, and as decently clothed as circumstances
allowed. The camping ground was open to bands of all surnames, but if two bands came at the same
time they had to keep the peace among themselves, or woe to the offenders. The tinkers who used
the royal surname of Stewart and they were numerous looked up to Fyndynate as their special or
almost heaven-born chief, and those of other surnames were not much behind them in their
devotion and obedience to him. When the country had no rural police, and kilns were numerous,
and there was a large and steady demand for horn spoons and tin-smith's work, the tinkers had a
tolerably good time of it, although their old silversmith work had come to an end with the
eighteenth century in most places.

As his part of the country was as orderly and as law-abiding as could be wished, Fyndynate did not
see the necessity for Sir Robert Peel's blue-coated police. He soon came into collision with the one
who was stationed at Aberfeldy. He was driving in his dogcart one day to visit a patient whose house
was some twenty miles up the country, and when he reached the Weem toll-bar he met the new
policeman with a little tinker widow woman in tow. She was a daughter of old Duncan, and her
proper name was Jean Macarthur, but she was known on both sides of the Grampians by the
nickname of "Co-leaic," whatever that strange compound word might mean. Amazed at seeing the
harmless Co-leaic interfered with, Fyndynate pulled up his horse, and in fiery wrath for his just
indignation at anything which looked to him like oppression of the weak flared up like kindled tow
shouted to the policeman, "Let that woman go. Why have you dared to stop her?" "I have stopped
her," replied the policeman, "because she is a vagrant." "She is," was the stern retort, "what she was
born to be. She was at school with me. She has brave sons in the British army. I know her history, and
will be her warrant that she has always been a decent, harmless body. Let her go at once if you do
not want to get into trouble for being over-officious." Then turning to the Co-leaic, he asked her,
"Where were you going when this man stopped you?" She mentioned a farm some miles further up
the water. "I'll be driving past it," said he, "so get up on the back seat and I'll take you there." In this
manner demure little Jean was carried off triumphantly, and the over- zealous policeman was left
discomfited.



James Stewart (MA5) and Janet MacArthur (MA6) maternal grandparents of
the ‘7 sisters’
___________________________________________________________________________________

These are the grandparents of the 7 sisters on the mother’s side, ie maternal side. Note the repetition of the
family names and the different forms of spelling. The records are in English and most of the people recorded
below would have been Gaelic speakers and not English speakers until generations later. So the actual
names in Gaelic are probably nothing like what is recorded here, and this explains the variation in records
and census material, as the person recording the census would interpret and anglicise what they heard, and
spelling therefore was highly variable.

NB some of the children listed here taken from census records may not actually be their kids, they may also
be the kids of  James MacDonald ( MA10) and Jane Stewart (MA7) as the names and dates of birth are very
similar, then again if they were following the traditional naming conventions then they could be two families
with very similar named kids. Only a search of birth and death records will confirm, and that is a task for
2015! NS to check.



James Stewart
(MA5)

Additional Notes Source of Info

Date of Birth Circa 10th October
1799

baptized
Lagginalachie

Jane MacDonald family tree
Chart 5 and Jane MacDonald
word document

Place of Birth Little Dunkeld, Blair
Atholl, Perthshire

Mother’s name Christina Stewart
(MA1)

Jane MacDonald family tree
Chart 4

Father’s name John Stewart (MA2) Jane MacDonald family tree
Chart 4

Date of Death 1873, age 74 Tinsmith Jane Macdonald word
document

Place of Death Blair Atholl, Perthshire Informant of death:
Christy Stewart

(grand daughter)
Cause of death: From
old age, no medical

attendant (difficult to
read).

Jane MacDonald family tree
Chart 5

Get death certificate as jane
macdonald word doc says
died gairloch, but chart says
blair atholl

Marriage 1 Janet/Jane/Jean
MacArthur (MA6)

Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Occupation Travelling tinsmith From death certificate
Details of Marriage 1824 Jane MacDonald word

document
Siblings unknown

It is not clear if these 12 children are the children of James and Janet, as 3
children seem to have been born in one year – are they triplets, or simply other
traveller children put down as sons and daughters for simplicity?? However
Janet could feasibly have had children from 1826 to 1850 (at the age of circa
47years+)

Child 1 Christy Stewart Born circa 1826 Listed on 1841 Census (aged
15)

Child 2 Grace Stewart Born circa 1827 Listed on 1841 Census (aged
14)

Child 3 Mary Stewart 1825-98 Born circa 1831.
Married a James

MacDonald

Seallam Heritage Centre
Harris and Listed on 1841
Census (aged 10) what about
1851 census?

Child 4 Donald Stewart Born circa 1831 Listed on 1841 Census (aged
10) what about 1851 census?

Child 5 Alexander Stewart Born circa 1831 Listed on 1841 Census only
(ages 10) what about 1851
census?

Child 6 Jane Stewart (MA7)
Circa 1830-96
The mother of the 7
sisters and 1 brother
Born in Lochbroom,
Ross & Cromarty.

Married Donald
MacDonald

The father of the 7
sisters and 1 brother

Seallam Heritage Centre
Harris and Inverness Records
centre Highlandlife and
Listed on 1841 (age 6) and
1851 Census (age 17)

Child 7 John Stewart Tinsmiths apprentice. Listed on 1841 Census (age



Born in Kishorn, Ross
& Cromarty.

Born circa 1836 5) and 1851 census (aged 16)

Child 8 Climmy Stewart
Born in Lochbroom,
Ross & Cromarty.

(Written as
Clementina on 1851
census). Born circa

1837

Listed on 1841 Census (age
4) and 1851 census (aged 14)

Child 9 Peter Stewart
Born in Assynt,
Sutherland

Born circa 1838 Listed on 1841 Census ( aged
2) and 1851 Census (age 13)

Child 10 ???? Jessie Stewart 1845-82 Married a Charles
Stewart – is she the
same person as one
of the ones above or

below? Is Jessie a
nickname?

Seallam Heritage Centre
Harris list a child Jessie, but
she is not listed in 1841 or
1851 census. maybe sellam
are wrong??

Child 11 James Stewart
Born in Assynt,
Sutherland.

Born circa 1849 Listed on 1851 Census (age
2)
check 1861 census

Child 12 Susan Stewart
Born in Kincardine,
Sutherland.

Born circa 1848 Listed on 1851 Census (age
3)
check 1861 census

Child 13 Ewan Stewart
Born in Gairloch, Ross
& Cromarty

Born circa 1850 Listed on 1851 Census (age
1)
check 1861 census

Miscellaneous Mary Stewart  (child above who married James MacDonald)  had a son John
MacDonald, who married Jessie MacDonald (one of the 7 sisters). So Jessie’s
mum and dad  were Donald and Jane MacDonald (nee Stewart), and her
maternal grand-parents were James Stewart and Janet MacArthur. Jessie’s
maternal aunt was Mary Stewart (ie her mum’s sister), and Jessie married her
Aunt’s son, ie her direct cousin. This means that Mary Stewart and John
MacDonalds children’s aunty and uncle (Mary Stewart and James MacDonald)
were also their grandparents.

NB Others are searching the family see here http://www.rootschat.com/forum/index.php?topic=587345.0

Extracts from above website “The Stewarts of Grandtully held the Barony of Strathbraan from the early 17th
century and Meikle Trochry was mentioned in the Act of Parliament establishing the Barony. A branch of this
family still held Meikle Trochry in the 1850's according to the Valuation Rolls so your family if they held a
tenancy would have held it from them.”

Add others



Janet/ Jane
MacArthur (MA6)

Additional Notes Source of Info

Date of Birth 1804 or might have
been 1806/07

Jane MacDonald family tree
Which other?

Place of Birth Perthshire / Sutherland. Also recorded as
Perth or Ross &

Cromarty

Jane MacDonald family tree
Chart XX/ and Chart 5

Mother’s name Mary Stewart (MA3) Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Father’s name Duncan MacArthur
(MA4)

Aka Old Duncan Jane MacDonald family tree
Chart 5

Date of Death 1890 Migdale, Bonar,
Sutherland

Age at death: 86ys
Cause of death:
Infirmities of old
age, half a year, no
medical attendant.
Informant: Susan
Stewart (Dau).

Jane MacDonald family tree
Chart 4 and Chart 5

Place of Death Bonar Sutherland
Marriage 1 James Stewart Inverness Records centre

Highlandlife
Occupation
Details of Marriage
Siblings unknown
Children See husband James Stewart above

Census 1841
Place: Kincardine, Ross & Cromarty

Address: Achnahanat

 James Stewart: Aged 40. Tinsmith. Not born in county.
 Jean Stewart (Née MacArthur): Aged 35.  Not born in county.
 Christy Stewart: Aged 15. Born in county.
 Grace Stewart: Aged 14. Born in county.
 Mary Stewart:  Aged 12. Born in county.
 Donald Stewart: Aged 10. Born in county.
 Alexander Stewart: Aged 10. Born in county.
 Jane Stewart: Aged 6. Born in county.
 John Stewart: Aged 5. Born in county.
 Climmy Stewart: Aged 4. Born in county. (Written as Clementina on later censuses).
 Peter Stewart: Aged 2. Born in county.



Census 1851
Place: Lochbroom, Ross & Cromarty

Address: Badiscallie, Ullapool

 James Stewart (Head): Married. Aged 52. Tinsmith. Born in Atholl, Perthshire. Marked down as
either blind or deaf and dumb on census form.

 Jean Stewart (Née MacArthur) (Wife ): Married. Aged 44.  Born in Perth or Ross & Cromarty
(difficult to read). Also marked down on census as either blind or deaf & dumb.

 Jane Stewart (Daughter): Unmarried. Aged 17. Born in Lochbroom, Ross & Cromarty.
 John Stewart (Son): Aged 16. Tinsmiths apprentice. Born in Kishorn, Ross & Cromarty.
 Clementina Stewart (Daughter): Aged 14. Born in Lochbroom, Ross & Cromarty.
 Peter Stewart (Son): Aged 13. Born in Assynt, Sutherland,
 James Stewart (Son): Aged 2. Born in Assynt, Sutherland.
 Susan Stewart (Daughter): Aged 3. Born in Kincardine, Sutherland.
 Ewan Stewart (Son): Aged 1. Born in Gairloch, Ross & Cromarty.

Census 1861
To get in 2015



Alexander MacDonald (MA9) and Jean Stewart (MA8) paternal
grandparents of the ‘7 sisters’
___________________________________________________________________________________

These are the great grandparents of the 7 sisters. They are the parents of James MacDonald (MA10) who
married Jane Stewart ( MA7) who had a child Donald Macdonald (MA11) the father of the 7 sisters. They are
also the parents of Jane Stewart ( MA7) ie James and Jane were brother and sister.

Ill have a tackle of this in 2015!

Alexander
MacDonald (MA9)

Additional
Notes

Source of Info

Date of Birth unknown
Place of Birth unknown
Mother’s name unknown

Father’s name unknown
Date of Death unknown
Place of Death unknown
Marriage 1 Jean Stewart MA8
Occupation unknown
Details of Marriage unknown
Siblings unknown



Child 1 James MacDonald
(MA10)

Who married
MA7 Jean
Stewart

Child 2 unknown

Ill have a tackle of this in 2015!

Jean Stewart
(MA8)

Additional Notes Source of Info

Date of Birth unknown
Place of Birth unknown
Mother’s name unknown

Father’s name unknown
Date of Death unknown
Place of Death unknown
Marriage 1 Alexander

MacDonald
MA9

Occupation unknown
Details of Marriage unknown
Siblings unknown
Child 1 James

MacDonald
(MA10)

Child 2



James MacDonald (MA10) and Jane Stewart (MA7) paternal grandparents of
the ‘7 sisters’
___________________________________________________________________________________

These are the grandparents of the 7 sisters on the father’s side and mother’s side.

James MacDonald
(MA10)

Additional Notes Source of Info

Date of Birth 1796 McDonald/
MacDonnell

Jane MacDonald Family tree Chart
3/ Inverness Records centre

Highlandlife
Place of Birth Ross & Cromarty Jane MacDonald family tree Chart

3
Mother’s name Jean Stewart (MA8) Jane MacDonald Family tree Chart

2
Father’s name Alexander

MacDonald (MA9)
Father Alexander
noted as
spoonmaker

Jane MacDonald Family tree Chart
2

Date of Death 1859? Age 63 Jane MacDonald family tree Chart
3

Place of Death Southern district of Occupation: Jane MacDonald Word document



Gairloch, Ross &
Cromarty

Spoonmaker
Burial Place: Burial
ground of
lochdubh.
Informant: Donald
MacDonald (Son)
(MA11)
Cause of death:
Inflammation (7
weeks) No regular
medical attendant

Marriage 1 Jane Stewart (MA7) Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Occupation Tinker Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Details of Marriage
Siblings unknown
Child 1 Donald MacDonald

1818-1908
Born in 1818 in

Locharron, Ross &
Cromarty. Married

to Jane Stewar
(c.1852) (daughter
of James Stewart18

& Jean
MacArthur19)

Jane MacDonald family tree

Child 2 John MacDonald
Born in 1920 in
Kintail, Ross &

Cromarty.
Died: 1892 Primuir,

Portree, Skye,
Inverness-shire.

Who married Mary
Stewart sister of

Jane Stewart
(MA12) (c.1846)

(daughter of James
Stewart& Jean

MacArthur)

Jane MacDonald family tree

Child 3 No others found, so it appears there were only 2!

Jane/Jean Stewart
(MA7)

Additional Notes Source of Info

Date of Birth 1795
Place of Birth
Mother’s name Christina

Stewart (MA1)
Jane MacDonald family tree Chart 3

Father’s name John Stewart
(MA2)

Jane MacDonald family tree Chart 3

Date of Death Died 1861 Jane Macdonald family document
Place of Death in Gairloch, Ross

& Cromarty
Age at death: 66
Years. Spouse:
Widow of James
MacDonald.
Parents: John
Stewart 24 (tinker)
(deceased) &

Jane Macdonald family document



Christy Stewart25
(deceased)
Informant: Alex
Stewart (Son-in-
Law). Cause of
death: Dropsy (3
months)

Marriage 1 James
MacDonald/Don
nell

Tinker Inverness Records centre Highlandlife

Occupation
Details of Marriage
Siblings unknown
Child 1 Donald

MacDonald
1818-1908

Born in 1818 in
Locharron, Ross &
Cromarty. Married

to Jane Stewart
(c.1852) (daughter
of James Stewart18

& Jean
MacArthur19)

Jane MacDonald family tree

Child 2 John
MacDonald

Born in 1920 in
Kintail, Ross &

Cromarty. Died:
1892 Primuir,
Portree, Skye,

Inverness-shire.

Who married Mary
Stewart sister of

Jane Stewart
(MA12) (c.1846)

(daughter of James
Stewart& Jean

MacArthur)

Jane MacDonald family tree

Child 3 No others found, so it appears there were only 2!



Donald MacDonald (MA11) and Jane Stewart (MA12) parents of the ‘7
sisters’
___________________________________________________________________________________

These are the parents of the 7/8 sisters and the brother, ie they are  the parents of Susanna/Susannah
MacDonald aka ‘grannie stevenson’ as she married WilliamStevenson, and Susan Dobbie of Canada
remembers Susanna.

Donald
MacDonald
(MA11)

Father of the of 7 sisters
and 1 brother

Additional Notes Source of Info

Date of Birth Born 31.7.1818 (aka McDonnell
/MacDomhnall/
McDomnhnall

Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Place of Birth Lochcarron, Rosshire
(1871 Census)
Kintail Rosshire (1881
Census)

Kintail is a region near
Kyle of Lochalsh and
opposite isle of Skye.
Lochcarron is in Kintail

Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Mother’s name Jane MacDonald (nee
Stewart)

Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Father’s name James MacDonald
Date of Death Died 16.4.1904 aged 87 Inverness Records centre

Highlandlife
Place of Death Stornoway, Lewis, Ross

& Cromarty
Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Marriage 1 Married Jane Stewart Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Occupation Travelling tinsmith
Details of Marriage Married October 1852 ,

Aird, Aultbea, Northern
Gairloch

Inverness Records centre
Highlandlife

Siblings unknown
Children The 7 sisters, though there appears to be 8 sisters and one brother Donald. See next

section for details

Jane/ Jane Stewart
(MA12)

mother of 7 sisters and
1 brother

Additional Notes Source of Info

Date of Birth Circa 1830 Jane Stewart 1830-96 Seallam Heritage Centre Harris
Place of Birth
Mother’s name unknown Inverness Records centre

Highlandlife
Father’s name unknown
Date of Death Circa 1896 Seallam Heritage Centre Harris
Place of Death
Marriage 1 James

MacDonald/Donnell
Tinker Inverness Records centre

Highlandlife



Occupation
Details of Marriage
Sibling 1 Mary Stewart

1825-98
Married a James

MacDonald
Seallam Heritage Centre Harris

Sibling 2 Jessie Stewart 1845-82 Married a Charles
Stewart

Seallam Heritage Centre Harris

Children The 7 sisters, though there appears to be 8 sisters and one brother Donald. See next
section for details

Miscellaneous NB Jane Stewart’s sister Mary Stewart married James MacDonald and had a son
John MacDonald, who married Jessie (daughter of jane Stewart ie one of the 7
sisters). This means that Mary Stewart and John MacDonalds children’s aunty and
uncle (Mary Stewart and James MacDonald) were also their grandparents.



Children of Donald MacDonald and Jane Stewart- how many sisters?

There is a bit of a mystery here as the Lewis MacDonalds refer to the ‘7 sisters and Donald’. And yet the
Census records indicate there was another daughter Joham listed on the 1881 Census, and the child is aged
12y  and born after Jamima 16y and before Janet/Jessie who was 10 yr at the time of the census. The current
family know about all the 7 sisters, but nothing about Joham, so its not clear if she died, or was actually
another family’s child and was misreported in the census. So is it actually 8 sisters or 7??

Child 1 (A) Jane MacDonald ( aka
Jeanie)

Born circa 1853
Gairloch

Inverness records centre

Child 2 (B) Donald
MacDonald/McDonnell
aka Dolan

Born 14th May 1856
Gairloch

Inverness records centre

Child 3 (C) Christina (aka Christy)
MacDonald

Born 24th April 1859
Gairloch

Inverness records centre

Child 4 (D) Eliza/Lizzie/Elizabeth
MacDonald

Born 8th July 1862
Gairloch

Inverness records centre

Child 5 (E) Jamima/Jemima
MacDonald aka Seamac

Born 25th August 1864
Gairloch

Inverness records centre



Child 6 (F) Susannah/Susie/Susan
MacDonald

Born 3rd July 1868 or
1870 Lochcarron

Inverness records centre

Child 7 ??? (G) Joham MacDonald
(female)

Born circa 1869,
Gairloch.

Inverness records centre.
Uncertain if a daughter but
1881 census says daughter

Child 8 (H) Jessie/Janet/Seonaid
MacDonald

Born 17th June 1870
Lochcarron

Inverness records centre

Child 9 (I) Alexanderina/Lexie/Alex/
Alexina/Alice MacDonald

Born 28th December
1873, Gairloch

Inverness records centre



Census information on the 7 sister’s family:

1851 Census
The travelling Tinsmiths were picked up in the 1851 Census North West of Ullapool, and recorded on the
Badinscallie village census (also known as Badiscallie, Badinscally and Badenscallie) which was awash with
Stewart families (100s of people). See here –NB This web page runs to 100s of pages in length :
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coigach/nbadsc.htm

Unfortunately, the census doesn’t record the community name or street address, and doesn’t say if the
family were in a house, or a tent, so we don’t know if they were passing through, or semi- resident at the
time. But I would wager that actually they weren’t at an address but were in a tent, and that is why this page
of the census doesn’t contain an address. Donald MacDonald-Ross interpreted the results as being at a place
called Achduart, very close to Badenscallie, but I dont think that is probably the case, they were probably
camped out on the fringes of the town of Badinscallie/Badenscallie.

However, either way, I would never have found the Stewarts without Donald MacDonald-Ross’s webpage as
a search for the family using James and Jean Stewart names and approximate ages resulted in 2000+ hits on
Scotlands people, and that would have cost circa £2000 to view every record, so im very grateful for Donald
MacDonald-Ross efforts and webpages!

In the 1800s Achduart is a hamlet of just 7 houses – and two of these were occupied by the travelling
Stewart tinsmiths. The Achduart 1851 census results can be found here:
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coigach/nother.htm#achdu

The James Stewart (MA5) and Jean Stewart (MA6) (nee MacArthur) listed below are the great grandparents
of the 7 or 8 sisters, so we now have definitive evidence for them living in the Stewart stronghold of the
Coigach area, an area which has been evidenced in historical records as being the area where Stewarts from
Culloden fled to. The Coigach area was a strongly Jacobite area, and experienced extreme persecution
following the 45 Jacobite Rebellion for harbouring rebels! (see appendix for more  information on how we
could be descended from Culloden refugees!!)

The census also indicates that both Jean and James are either deaf and dumb or blind. (I do wonder if that
just means they refused to cooperate with the census taker!) The (presumed) eldest son here Donald
MacDonald isnt listed, but he would be 33 and about to get married to Jane Stewart (in 1852) so the 7 sisters
haven’t yet been born.

Achduart 1851 Census-7

James Stewart          Head         Mar   52      Tinsmith
Jean     Do.           Wife         Mar      44
Jean Do.           U.                    17
John     Do.           Son                16      Tinsmith (App)
Clemethina Do.         Daur.                 14
Peter      Do.         Son                13
James      Do.         Son                 9
Susan      Do. Daur.                  3
Ewan       Do.         Son                 1



Donald MacDonald-Ross’s notes on this Household are :

“This Household is on Page 3 of Enumeration District 7. No community name was listed by the
enumerator, but from earlier and later censuses I am sure this is Achduart! All are marked as born in
Lochbroom. Cannot find this family in the O.P.R., or earlier or later censuses! However, the names
look similar to Stewarts in Badenscallie. The next Household also has a Tinsmith, likely in business
with these Stewarts, see Achduart 51-8.”

The next record is of John MacDonald and Mary Stewart who must have travelled with James and Jean
Stewart as their children married into each other’s families:

 John MacDonald and Mary Stewart’s daughter Jane (born circa 1858) married Donald MacDonald
(MA-B) in circa 1877. Donald was the son of Donald MacDonald (MA11) and Jane Stewart (MA12)
Donald was the brother of Susannah MacDonald

 John MacDonald and Mary Stewart’s son Donald ( born circa 1856) married Christina MacDonald
(MA-C) ie sister of Susannah MacDonald

Achduart 1851-8

John Macdonald         Head         Mar. 30 Tinsmith
Mary      Do Wife         Mar.     23
Janet     Do. Daur.                  4

Donald MacDonald-Ross’s notes on this Household are:

“This Household is on Page 3 of Enumeration District 7. No community name was listed by the
enumerator, but from earlier and later censuses I am sure this is Achduart! All are marked as born in
Lochbroom.

I cannot clearly see this family in other records, though it is possible John is the son of the Blacksmith
at Badenscallie, see the 1841 census there at Badenscallie 41-11.

The Stewart Household just previous (Achduart 51-7), includes two other Tinsmiths, probably
partners of John”

What Donald MacDonald –Ross didnt realise, is that these people were travellers, hence why he doesn’t find
them in the records again.

Even more interestingly, there are children listed that haven’t been identified before – now whether they
are James and Jane Stewart’s children or someone elses ( such as the neighbouring  MacDonalds we don’t
know)

1861 Census
Not searched yet. For 2015!



1871 census:

So, all of the 7 sisters and one brother are listed above, except Alexanderina who isn’t born yet, they live in
one room – all 9 of them! Jessie (who is the parental line of the Iain MacDonald family from Upper Coll
Lewis and Mary Mackenzie Ford Terrace, Tong) has just been born. So the Jessie/janet/Shonaid line is alive
and well in Stornoway to this day.

1881 census

2records found of interest, one relating to the MacDonalds and one to the Stewarts.

So  Donald Snr’s wife is listed as jean not jane. Jamima is listed as Jemima. Jane the eldest daughter is now
married and recorded as Janie Stewart



The mystery is the presence ‘Joham McDonald’ listed as a 12 year old daughter of Donald Snr and Jane,  (so
there may have been 8 sisters) but no further records have been found. Johan (with an ‘n’ not ‘m’) is a more
common Gaelic name, so maybe it is mis-spelled. Maybe it’s the equivalent of Joanne, and some websites
say the equivalent is Shonag in Gaelic. So maybe the census taker was confused! In any case Joham would
have been born after Susannah and before Jessie.  Jessie is listed as Janet here.

Susannah isn’t married until 1899 but she isn’t here, so we don’t know where she is, presumably with her
older married sisters Christina/Kirsty ( married 1878) and Jane ( married 1874) or away with the herring
fleet. Susannah is listed as being 21, but her birth certificate says she was born 1868, so she would be 23 not
21

The closely related Stewart family have also been located on the Census. As outlined  in  the following
webpage : http://direcleit.blogspot.co.uk/2010/02/two-traveller-families.html Awaiting permission to use

“The chance of finding Traveller families on the isles at the precise date of a census has to be extremely slim.
To find two such records of Stewart families from Sutherland resident, albeit temporarily, in the Parish of
Stornoway is even more remarkable:”

1881 Census: Address: 98 Back, Stornoway

Charles Stewart, 35, Travelling Tinker, b. Small Isles, Inverness
Janet Stewart, 36, b. Lairg, Sutherland
Isabella Stewart, 15, b. Lochs
Hannah Stewart, 13, b. Barvas
Mary Stewart, 10, b. Stornoway
John Stewart, 10, b. Barvas
Peter Stewart, 6, b. Stornoway
Christina Stewart, 4, b. Stornoway
Jane Stewart, 3, b. Stornoway
Henrietta Stewart, 6 months, b. Stornoway

1901

Address: Heights of Douran, Stornoway

Kate Stewart, 61, Travelling Tinker Tin Smith Pedlar, b, Creich, Sutherland
Peter Stewart, 23,b.Dingwall
Jane Stewart, 22, b. Stornoway
Alexander Stewart, 1 month, b. Flodderty,



1891 Census

So it’s clear the census taker has spelled Stewart as Stuart.  So Donald MacDonald and his wife Jane are
listed in Stornoway along with the 4 youngest daughters (Lizzie, Susannah, Jessie and Alexina/Alexanderina)
but not the eldest 3 daughters (Jane and Christina/Kirsty and Jamima -so where are they?).  Eliza is lizzie
MacDonald and remains unmarried at 25 yrs. With them appear to be the grandsons ie Jane MacDonald’s
(eldest of the 7 sisters) children Alexander and James and Benjamin Stewart (but where is Peter?)

The grandson Donald could be the child of Kirsty/Christina, or the child of Donald MacDonald the brother of
the 7 sisters, either way the ages don’t match up perfectly to the previous censuses. Given that they live in 2
rooms they have gone up in the world since 1871. The Education Act has kicked in in circa 1870ish so the
kids have to be educated (note the listing of the kids as ‘scholars’, so the parents have probably gone away
to earn a living leaving the kids with Lizzie and Donald Snr and his wife Jane.

1901 Census
Again the MacDonalds and Stewarts are picked up, but living in different locations, the older generation and
children appear to be living in a house in Stornoway, and others in a tent in ‘market stance’ in Stornoway.



So in 1901 Lizzie is unmarried (one of the 7 sisters).

John Stewart appears to be Jane Stewart (nee Macdonald- one of the 7 sisters) husband ie son in law.

James Stewart is child of John Stewart and Jane MacDonald (one of the 7 sisters)

Jacob MacDonald is son of Donald MacDonald (the brother of the 7 sisters) and Jane MacDonald

The 1901 census of ‘tinkers camp at ‘market stance’ also identifies the MacDonalds and Stewart travellers.
The son of Donald MacDonald the elder ( living at Sandwick North Street) is Donald MacDonald junior, and
his family appear to either be visiting and staying in tents and are listed as travellers. This information comes
from the following webpage : http://direcleit.blogspot.co.uk/2010/02/two-traveller-families.html Awaiting
permission to use

“It is the 31st March 1901 and we are at the Tinkers Camp in Market Stance, Stornoway.
There are two families here, the Macdonalds and the Stewarts:
Donald Macdonald, 45, Travelling Tinsmith, b. Lochcarron, Sutherland
Christina Macdonald, 40, Travelling Tinsmith, Wife, b. Gairloch, Ross
Jane Macdonald, 20, Travelling Tinsmith, Daughter, b. Stornoway
Donald Macdonald, 19, Travelling Tinsmith, b. Stornoway
George Macdonald, 15, Son, b. Stornoway
John Macdonald, 15, Son, b. Stornoway
Peter Macdonald, 6, Son, b. Stornoway
Benjamin Macdonald, 4, Son, b. Stornoway
Alexander Stewart, 22, Tinsmith Traveller, b. Stornoway
Mary Stewart, 21, Tinsmith’s Wife, b. Broadfield, Inverness
Coll Stewart, 2, Son, b. Barvas, Ross
Jane Stewart, 2 months, Daughter, b. Barvas, Ross

Several things strike me:
These two families were obviously welcomed within the town and given a prime location to stay.

The two Stewart children were both born in Barvas and the youngest some two months earlier so the
family had been on the island since at least January of that year.

All the Macdonald children are said to have been born in Stornoway. Was this the fact, indicating at
least 20 years of visiting the town, or did the person responsible for providing the birthplaces simplify
things? Only a search of the records can answer that question.

My earlier entry on ‘Two Traveller Families’ dealt with two Stewart families, one of which included a
couple of Barvas-born offspring but no Alexander. If nothing else, I have learnt that in 1901 there was
a ‘Tinkers Camp in the Market Stance’ in Stornoway.”



Susannah MacDonald (6), one of ‘the 7 sisters’, and wife of William
Stevenson (5) aka ‘Grannie Stevenson’
___________________________________________________________________________________

Susana
MacDonald (6)

Additional Notes Source of Info

Other names Susannah NB recorded as ‘Susana’ on her
own birth certificate, and
Susannah on her death
certificate

Childrens birth
certificates

Other names Susan 1891 census of
Stornoway

Other names Suzie / Susie Also referred to as Grannie
Stevenson by the Leith
Stevensons

Lewis Macdonalds
verbal

Date of Birth 3rd July 1868
Place of Birth Bualnaluib, near

Gairloch, Rosshire
Birth certificate from
Barclay Stevenson

Mother’s name Jean/Jane Stewart Born circa 1830 Gairloch and
who died 20th Sept 1896
Stornoway aged 66

Inverness records
centre. See separate
document on the
MacDonalds

Father’s name Donald M(a)cDonald
(travelling tinsmith)

Born 31st July 1818 Lochcarron
and who died 16th April 1904
(aged 87)

Inverness records
centre. See separate
document on the
MacDonalds

Marriage 1 William Stevenson (5) Strangely, on the 1899 marriage
certificate it lists both of
Susannah’s parents as
deceased, but census records
have Donald MacDonald alive in
the 1901 census, and as having
died in 1904 aged 87.

Nathalie Stevenson
comments

Occupation Herring girl Reported to be a herring girl Lewis Macdonalds
verbal and Susan
Dobbie verbal

Details of
marriage 1

15th December 1899.
Married at 12 Bowling
Green St, Leith.
Certificate also says
that was their place of
residence. (This was a
late marriage in its
day, as she was 31 yr
old). Note also that it
was common for
travellers not to get
married in a church. It
was also common
place to formally

Many viewed tinker children as
illegitimate, so a formal
marriage needed to be
recorded to ensure children
were not classed as illegitimate
and taken away and sent to the
Americas (sadly many
‘illegitimate’ children were
forcibly taken from their tinker
parents and repatriated abroad
in the Americas and Australia).

Evidence collated by Robert
Dawson shows that the

Marriage certificate
supplied by Barclay
Stevenson

Nathalie Stevenson
comments



register a marriage a
long time after a
‘tinker’ wedding took
place. Susannah
appears to be about
7.5 mo pregnant at
the time of her
marriage, it is possible
the 1899 marriage was
simply the formal
registration of an
earlier marriage.

Secretary of State for Scotland
(Sir George Trevelyan) set up a
committee to quantify and
assess issues with vagrants,
beggars and gypsies and
identify remedies such as
enforced settlement, the
banning of nomadism etc. The
committee presented to
parliament in 1895.  So the
parents may have been very
sensitive to the issue of
perceived illegitimacy.

Date of Death 3rd April 1947 Aged 78, death registered by
Harry Stevenson (son)

Scotland’s People

Place of Death At home; Argyle St,
Leith

Scotland’s People

Sibling 1 Jane MacDonald ( aka
Jeanie)

Born circa 1853 Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 2 Donald
MacDonald/McDonnel
l aka Dolan

Born 14th May 1856 Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 3 Christina (aka Christy)
MacDonald

Born 24th April 1859 Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 4 Eliza/Lizzie/Elizabeth
MacDonald

Born 8th July 1862 Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 5 Jamima/Jemima
MacDonald aka
Seamac

Born 25th August 1864 Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 6 Joham MacDonald Born circa 1869, Gairloch Inverness records
centre

Sibling 7 Jessie/Janet/Seonaid
MacDonald

Born 17th June 1870 Lochcarron Inverness records
centre

Sibling 8 Alexanderina/Lexie/Al
ex/ Alexina
MacDonald

Born 28th December 1873,
Gairloch

Inverness records
centre

Child 1 Donald Stevenson (9) Born date and where? Susan Dobbie
Child 2 Harry Stevenson (10) Born date and where? Susan Dobbie
Child 3 Elizabeth/Lizzy

Stevenson (11)
Born date and where? Susan Dobbie

Child 4 William Stevenson
(12)

29 January 1900, Leith Susan Dobbie

Child 5 Peter Stevenson 28.11.1901
Difficult to read but I think it
says born ‘14or 24 Coupar st,
leith at 10th hour PM.
Registered at district of North
Leith, county of Edinburgh

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied
by Barclay Stevenson
( who holds the
originals). Williams
Stevenson’s
occupation was
noted as ‘general
labourer’



Child 5 Alexanderina
MacDonald Stevenson
( twin of Rebecca)

2.9.1905 at 5th hour PM and
says  born at 14 Gardeners lane.
Birth registered as District of St
Nicolas, Aberdeen. Family say
the twins died shortly after child
birth due to pneumonia, but the
register of births notes baptism
by Alex Stewart 6.3.1906 in
Aberdeen ( ie 6mo old, and
family report deaths in Leith, so
the twins died at least after
6mo old

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied
by Barclay Stevenson
( who holds the
originals). Williams
Stevenson’s
occupation was
noted as ‘general
labourer’

Child 6 Rebecca Morgan
Stevenson (twin of
Alexandrina)

See above entry Born at 6th hour
(after Alexanderina)

Lizze Stevenson birth
certificates supplied
by Barclay Stevenson
( who holds the
originals). Williams
Stevenson’s
occupation was
noted as ‘general
labourer’

Summary of
where she lived
and what she did

“Grannie Stevenson read the King James Bible every day,
in English, though Gaelic was her first tongue. I think
there must have been few books in the Islands in the old
days…i.e. in my Grannie's parents/ grandparents time,
for one thing, speaking Gaelic was banned, as was
wearing the kilt, on pain of death after Culloden…..the
English were more brutal to the Scots than to the Irish,
who were allowed to keep their language and universities
intact and given freedom of religion after they were
defeated…. But times had evolved so I think they were
not so harsh to them. Thank Goodness…..but it would've
been luckier for the Scots if they hadn't been so
brutalized that half a century earlier. They were cleared
off their lands, the lands given to Scots who backed the
English king, and given also to English landed gentry, and
the Highland Clearances saw thousands and thousands of
Scots shipped abroad by their new Lairds to make way for
sheep, and sent to the Carolinas and to Canada.  But all
the estates in Scotland went to Englishmen or Scots who
catered to the English king. Country was ripped
apart. Every Scottish aristocrat speaks English with an
English accent and you wonder why! ….it was
understood that to speak Gaelic or Lowland Scots was
inferior, and not acceptable! But people hold in their
memory the stories their grandparents passed down to
them.

“My Dad told me he and his mother (Susannah walked
around Leith begging for a doctor to see to the babies,
and were refused because they didn't have the half

Susan Dobbie



crown to put up front for the doctor’s treatment. Very
sad “ {William’s twin sisters Alexanderina and Rebecca
died}.

Our family all believed that Grannie Stevenson was
fey…… time and again she would see things coming…..I
was a wee bit scared of her as a child to be truthful, as
she seemed so strong and formidable and tough…and
boy, she knew her Bible…could quote chapter and
verse…...mostly I remember her now when she was sick,
bedridden and forever coughing……wish I had known her
when she was young. She was a cracker….

Auntie Lizzie {Stevenson} had a framed photo of Grannie
Stevenson…it was a lovely framed photo that Auntie
Lizzie had up on her wall in Argyle Street…..she was a
handsome looking woman in her prime….hair piled high
on her head with a little row of curls across her
forehead…a formal portrait, very old, sepia coloured.
When Auntie Lizzie died, her daughter Lena sorted out
her affairs and fell heir to the picture.”



APPENDIX 1 : MAPS AND PHOTOS OF PLACES MENTIONED IN RESEARCH
AND CENSUS RECORDS

 Mainland West Coast and Isle of Lewis
There used to be a boat from Poolewe (just south of Bualnaluib) to  Lewis, and was used by cattle drovers as
well as travellers . Whilst trips across the Minch must have been horrid, there was regular traffic between
Stornoway and the mainland for the herring fishing, so the family would have probably travelled quite easily.
It also explains how Susannah and William Stevenson met, he was apparently a ‘cooper’ (a maker of barrels)
and though he was from Portknockie and appears to have family in Aberdeen, they must have met through
the herring boom as herring were salted and transported in barrels!



 Bualnaluib -where Susannah MacDonald was born

Mellon Udrigle,  Laid, Aultbea (sometimes written as Altbea) and Mellon Charles as mentioned in census
records on Susannah and her family . Aultbea is a small fishing village in the North-West Highlands of
Scotland. It is situated on the shores of Loch Ewe, about 30 km west of Ullapool.

NB Laide (laide), a slope. From leathad (pronounced laid), a slope. The place is called in Gaelic Leathad
Udrigil, or The slope of Udrigil.

Udrigil (oodrigil). Probably a Norse name; meaning unknown.

Aultbea (Gaelic: An t-Allt Beithe) and means "The Birch Burn,"

Mellon Udrigil (mellon oodrigil), Hill of Udrigil

.

Close up of the area the family clearly stayed in regularly



The area looks out across at the Isle of Ewe (Aultbea, Bualnaluib and Mellon Charles are in the RHS of this
pic, they are only a few miles from each other. Apparently this location of the pier was used for landing fish,
so may have been involved in the herring boom. The isle of Ewe is shown.

Susanna/Susan/Susie was born Bualnaluib, near Aultbea, near Gairloch: Photos below of Bualnaluib  from
Nathalie’s trip there in 2013. The last house visible on the left that’s Mellon Charles. NB Susannah’s parents
(Donald MacDonald & Jane/Jean Stewart)married atAird, Aultbea October 1852

View from Mellon Charles looking at the Isle of Ewe



Mellon Udrigle beach looking across to Coigach & Sutherland

NB Local tradition says the little chapel (marked in blue pin in map below) at Sand of Udrigil, in Gairloch
parish, was built by St Columba, or one of his immediate followers. But it was St Maelrubha who was the
apostle of Gairloch and of the adjoining parish of Applecross; he founded the church of Applecross a.d. 673,
and died there on 21st April a.d. 722. He appears to have made his Gairloch home on Isle Maree

See here
http://canmore.rcahms.gov.uk/en/site/12066/contribution/sand+of+udrigill+chapel/FNL3971707496/



 Lochcarron, where Donald MacDonald father of 7 sisters was born and Skye
where Donald MacDonald and Jane Stewart married

Poolewe to Lochcarron is about 45miles by road currently. Proximity to Skye is clear.

Note there were travelling MacDonalds of Skye, whether they are the same family or different one is not yet
clear, though  Jane MacDonald’s records suggest that Donald MacDonald and Jane Stewart (parents of the 7
sisters) got married in 1877 at Kyleakin, Strath, Skye, Inverness-shire. You would expect that they married at
a place where the families gathered, so this suggests that  there was some crossover with the Skye, but its
not clear whether that is the MacDonalds of Skye or whether the Stewarts travelled through Skye.

Jamima MacDonald sister of Susannah married Alec/Alexander Drummond from Perthshire, he was a
traveller, so clearly the Drummonds and MacDonalds families knew each other and might have travelled
together (see page 5 of East Loch Roag Historical Society- Travelling Folk in Ebooks section). The mother side
(Grace, daughter of Jamima and Alexander are mentioned on page 4 as coming from Gairloch and talks of his
grandfather working on the railways;



 Druim Breac tinkers camp and Second Coast Tinker’s well

Gairloch Heritage Museum Colin said that apparently travellers used to camp at a place called Druim Breac,
between Aultbea and Laide, and also at Second Coast, where there is still a well called Tinkers' Well.

Druim breac, which means "spotted ridge." An alternative derivation is Dun breac, which means "spotted
hill-fort."

druim sm irreg. Declined thus:—

Sing. Plur.

Nom. druim dromannan

Gen. droma dhromannan

Dat. druim dromannan

Voc. a dhruim! a dhromannan!

Back of men or of animals. 2 Ridge of a hill. 3 Roof. 4 Keel of a ship, see bàta, F9, p.73. 5** Surface.
6(CR) Beam of a plough. 7(CR) First furrows of a ridge. [6 & 7 W. of Ross-shire]. 8(AH) Crown, in
ploughing. Cuir a-staigh druim,form a crown (in ploughing); cnàimh an droma, the backbone; Taigh an
Droma, the placename Tyndrum (the house of the ridge); do dhruim nan amadan, for the back of
fools; gun druim ach athar, without roof but the sky; air druima' chuain, on the face of the sea, in the
offing; druim nan speur, the vault of heaven; air claisneach a dhroma air leacan loma an ùrlair, on the
furrow of his back on (the) bare flags of the floor; druim uachdarach a' chàirein, the palate or roof of
the mouth; ann an dromannan a chéile, wrestling; an druim fada, name of a hill in Corpach.



 Blair Atholl, near Pitlochry where James Stewart the paternal grandfather of the
7 sisters came from

 Bonar, Sutherland , where Janet MacArthuer maternal grandparent of the 7
sisters came from

Shown as Bonar Bridge below, I doubt the bridge was there in 1890! This showed that the families travelled
some quite great distances, considering at the time there were very few roads. Bonar bridge to Blair Atholl is
117 miles away via Culloden, so goodness only knows how the grandparents met!



 Badenscalile /Badinscaille/Baiscallie

Where the parents of the 7 sisters were found in the 1851 census, along with another traveller family

House in Badenscaille (I havent visited, so this is from the web)



 Strathtay, Blair Atholl and Little Dunkeld

Jane /Jean MacArthur and father Duncan MacArthur are mentioned in Campbell’s 1910 book on the
Highlands in Chapter 2 on Gypsy travellers. The family records show the family as in Blair Atholl and Little
Dunkeld also. James Stewart who married Jane /Jean MacArthur was born in Little Dunkeld, though he was
also reported as being born in Atholl ( near Pitlochry)



APPENDIX 2:  MISCELLEANOUS USEFUL INFO

Article  containing info on Duncan MacArthur and daughter Jean MacArthur

Extracted from http://www.electricscotland.com/history/octogenarian/chapter2.htm chapter 2 of
Reminiscences and Reflections of an Octogenarian Highlander, By Duncan Campbell (1910)

“THE people who travelled about in these far off days were all newscarriers, who helped to keep widely-
apart Highland districts in living touch with one another. They could be roughly divided into two classes
traders and beggars. But drivers of cattle to Falkirk trysts and harvesters formed another class, and so also
did the drovers and cattle dealers. In our district John Macdonald from Badenoch, called the "Marsan Mor,"
or big merchant, was seventy years ago at the head of the traders. John travelled about with a cart of
drapery goods from Inverness to Callander on the Lowland border. His twice a year visit was something like
an event in every glen between the two places. He had been trained to the business, for his father, Alasdair
Baideanach, had been long on the road before him. John might have prospered like others to the west of his
district, who, starting in the same way, developed into Glasgow merchant princes, landowners, and the
fathers of sons who took high positions in State and Church affairs. But John gave long credits, and finally
failed to gather in the gear once within his reach. At a long distance behind this honest, and too jolly and
careless "Marsan Mor," came the eident and also honest Irish packman, Peter Bryceland, from Glasgow, and
the worthy northern packman, Iain Friseil. The pedlars who came carrying boxes containing reels, cotton
balls, scissors, needles, thimbles, watches, chains, and Birmingham jewellery were a less individually marked
because a more variable class. Some of them came out as pedlars on commission for the benefit of their
health, or from love of scenery and travelling, and they were sure of finding food and lodging without money
and without price, except perhaps a trinket to a child or a thimble to the good-wife wherever they went.

I rather think our gipsies, although they had a sprinkling of Romany blood, and a knowledge of the Romany
lingo, should properly be called tinkers, or travelling artisans. It seems to me that the tinkers had been a
feature in the life of the Highlands long before any "Lord of Little Egypt" with his followers came to Scotland
and imposed on James V. and his Parliament, and that afterwards gipsies and tinkers got to some extent
intermingled in the Highlands, but to an infinitely less degree than they did on the Borders. In my young days
tinkers mended pots and pans, and made spoons out of the horns of rams and cattle. In the time of my
grandfather, and even later, they still retained their old repute for being capable silversmiths to whom
people brought silver and gold to be melted down and to be converted into brooches, rings, and clasps for
girdles, or to decorate hilts of swords and daggers. The "Ceard Ross," whose grandson, Donald Ross, I knew
in Balquhidder, was famous over a large district for the highly finished articles with old Celtic designs which
he turned out, specimens of which were to be found in many households as long as the old social order
lasted. The tinkers of my early days mended old ornaments but made few or no new ones. With the end of
plaid, girdle, and buckled-shoe fashion among the Highland men and women came the end of the demand
for the neatly finished and artistically designed ornaments the tinkers had been making for untold
generations, and when the demand ceased, the art was soon lost. In 1800 there were four corn mills in
Glenlvon where there is none now. The sheep regime extinguished the little one in the Braes soon after that
date, and when I was about ten, a spate from Ben Lawers destroyed the Roro one, which was not rebuilt, but
St Eonan and Invervar mills were kept at work many years later on. Of the two, the oldest, named after St
Adamnan or Eonan, and said to have been built by him in the seventh century, was the last to give up the
ghost. It continued to grind on till 1880, or perhaps some years after that date. The successive disappearance
of the mills shows how the sheep regime and large farms operated to restrict the arable cultivation of the
former times. This digression about the corn mills is not so irrelevant as it looks. The grain was dried for
grinding in kilns on the farmsteads, and these kilns provided better lodgings for tinkers than tents, which few



of them carried about with them. The kiln which my father and the neighbouring farmer had in common was
a fairly spacious and well-thatched building, in which thirty or forty old and young tinkers could lodge in
what they called luxurious comfort. As it was situated near the middle of the Glen, and at the only bridge
over the river, it suited them better than any other "ath" except that at Innerwick, which ranked second in
their estimation. In child-hood I looked on the coming of the tinkers as a great and welcome event. They
usually had a donkey or two with them, and I got liberty to ride these animals. Peter Ruadh was a good
piper, and set people dancing. I liked to sit on the steps leading down to the fire-place and watch them at
their work, men roasting horns and shaping spoons out of them; women scraping and polishing the moulded
and sliced spoons, the better sort of which were not without embellishment; other men making tin lanterns
and cans, and old cunning hands mending pots, pans, or rings and brooches. When trade abounded, they
were quite industrious. But when money for work came in, they were apt to indulge in a spree and be noisy.
Still the quarrelling within a band seldom went beyond words. The serious fighting took place when one
band trespassed on the province of another. A ferocious fight took place on one occasion between our kiln
band, who were old and usual visitors, and a band of new-comers in the Innerwick kiln, and I think we were
all glad when the trespassers were well bruised and beaten off the ground. The tinkers could well have saved
some of the money they earned at their trade if prudence had ruled their lives, for their living cost them
nothing. They lived on the country where-ever they settled for a time. Their old women and young children
were persuasive and scientific beggars. Their honesty was curiously crooked and depended on locality. Our
kiln band would not touch a hen roost or steal anything within a pretty wide limit of their dwelling-place. But
beyond that limit, say two miles on either side, let people be on the watch against small tinker foraging.

Here may be related an exception which goes to prove the rule of limited and crooked tinker honesty. Elijah
was a lanky, delicate boy, who, both his parents being dead, became attached to our kiln's hereditary band,
through his grandmother, a widow with her two sons in the army, who properly belonged to them. My
grandmother had great pity for Elijah, who, besides being then physically a weakling, was supposed to be
mentally wanting a penny or two in the shilling. Elijah was therefore invited to come up night after night to
get a more substantial supper than he was likely to get in the kiln, where he was a sort of encumbrance,
although not ill-treated, but, as my grandmother thought, was carelessly neglected. One winter night, when
it was snowing hard, Elijah came and had his supper before the family sat down to table. Our farm servant,
Peter, had given the horses and cows their fodder, and was passing the door with four bundles of straw for
stirks which were in another place, when he was called in to supper just as Elijah had finished his and was
rising to depart. Our "scalag" had left the straw at the door when he was called, and Elijah on going out
found it there, thought it would be nicer than dry fern to sleep on, and forthwith lifted it and took it with
him. The "scalag" did not hurry over his supper. On going out he was astonished to find the straw missing. It
was clear enough who had been the thief, and he wished to go at once to re-claim it. My father said that by
that time tinkers would be sleeping on it, and that it was not worth while to rouse the kiln at that hour of the
night. My grandmother wanted the kiln to be raided at once, but other straw bundles were given to the
stirks and the kiln was allowed to sleep in peace, much to her vexation. As she had specially patronised
Elijah, she was burning with indignation at his treachery and ingratitude. Next day when an old crone from
the kiln came to beg a drop of milk for her tea she was angrily refused, with the biting explanation "Gabh
thusa sin airson braid Elijah" "Take that for Elijah's theft!" The crone protested, when she was told how Elijah
had taken the straw, that she had gone to sleep early, and till that minute had known nothing about the
theft, which was probably true. The crone's report of our old dame's rage about Elijah's little lapse from
honesty must have caused commotion and discussion in the kiln, for without delay two younger women
came as a deputation to say that Elijah had misled the kiln people by saying the straw had been given to him.
The excuse only added to the flames. "And if the scamp said so, do you pretend to have believed his
falsehood?","In a hard winter, when food for beasts threatens to be scarce, was it likely that, without your
even asking it, freshly-threshed straw should be sent to you when you had already as much dried fern and
rushes as should content you? Be off with you, and never come here again begging for anything! What you
deserve is to find on your next visit the door of the kiln barred and locked against you." "Gabhadh sibhse sin
airson braid Elijah" "Take you that for Elijah's theft." The men of the band then took the matter in hand.



They came to her with abject apologies, pleading for "mathanas" (forgiveness), urging that she knew well
that no such lapse from localised honesty had occurred for forty years before, and promising that nothing of
the kind would happen again. So peace was made at last, but "gabh thusa sin airson braid Elijah" became a
proverbial phrase when a favour was refused to anyone who had given previous offence.

Elijah grew out of his early delicacy, and in time got a wife and family. He lived to a patriarchal age, with a
very good name and character. In the latter part of his life he was a sort of high priest among his people. He
married the young ones who entered into wedlock with religious solemnity, for he had learned to read the
Bible and had a strong turn for religion. The register might be the legal glue in these unions, but they were
not thought complete without Elijah's religious seal and blessing. "The craftsman of the kiln" which is "ceard
na h-atha," literally interpreted was no respecter of the game laws, but, as he had no fire-arms, his poaching
did not go beyond snaring hares and snaring or digging out rabbits. He was an expert angler both by day and
night. He added the deft busking of hooks and making of horse-hair lines to his tinker industry. He fished
sometimes for pearls in the Lyon, and to the indignation of our old bell-man, who looked on that fishing as
his own monopoly, seldom failed to get some. It was assumed that the kiln craftsman restricted himself to
trout fishing, which was pretty free to all at the time of which I write, but I suspect that early in the season
salmon fresh from the sea was consumed in the kiln when owners of streams and lochs could not get that
luxury for love or money. Whatever they might do elsewhere, the tinker women did not dare to spae
fortunes in our district, because they feared church denunciations. As herbalists they had a knowledge which
was frequently useful to sick persons and beasts. Their eolasan or charms, spells and incantations, had, if
spoken at all, to be muttered in dark corners and under promise of secrecy. They were old heathen things to
which Christian labels had been incongruously attached many centuries before the Reformation.

The tinkers that travelled back and forward, plying their vocations, called themselves by Highland clan
surnames Maclarens, Macarthurs, Macalpines, Camerons, Toiseach or Mackintoshes, Rosses, Mackays,
Gunns, etc. If they were, as I think they mostly were, the descendants of native travelling guilds of artisans
who, late in their history, became very slightly mixed up with the outlandish Romany gipsies, their right to
clan surnames may, in many instances, have been genuine although the clans were unwilling to admit it. At
any rate they went by the same surnames during successive generations. But those of them who called
themselves by the royal name were too numerous for credibility in their Stuart descent. Perhaps it was in
consequence of James the Sixth's legislation against "broken men" that so many tinkers put themselves
under the protection of the kingly surname. The tinkers took their clannish pretension seriously, and were
hotly loyal to the surnames they had inherited or long ago assumed. My grandmother, Catherine Macarthur
who flared up about poor Elijah's theft had, because of her surname, and because she knew much about
their past history, the controlling influence of a patroness over the band of Macarthurs that once or twice a
year visited our kiln, as long as they stayed there. She spoke with respect, and so did others, of Duncan
Macarthur, the former patriarch of the band who were nearly all his children and grandchildren and their
marriage relations. Duncan, it seems, read his Bible, went to church in handsome clothes wherever he
stayed, managed in some way to get a little education for his folk, and kept them under such strong moral
discipline that they behaved well during all his days. Duncan's influence survived his death, and sons and
grandsons of his, I am informed, took to farming and boating in Argyllshire, where they levelled themselves
up to honourable positions among the population of that county. About 1800, John Mor Macarthur, my
grandmother's brother, who was fifteen years younger than she was, took a turn at buying and selling cattle.
At Dalnacardach Inn, then a great station, he and an Atholl man got into a fierce dispute with half-a- dozen
men from the other side of the Grampians who were boasting about their own districts and pretending to
run down the southern Highlands. The local patriotism which Tacitus describes as existing among the
Caledonians, continued to be the source of many a quarrel over drink down to modern days. In the fight
John and the Atholl man would eventually have got the worst of it, if tinker Duncan and his band, who
happened to be crossing from north to south, had not unexpectedly appeared on the scene and
threateningly intervened. When Duncan declared that he and his would not allow Robert Macarthur's son to
be ill-used by any set of men in their presence, peace had to be made on the spot, for Duncan was master of



the greater force, and although not a quarrelsome, he was a resolute man who would carry a warning to
deeds. However welcome it might have been at the time, John did not at all like to be teased afterwards
about the way in which he had been rescued by "his tinker clansmen." He had a high and noble traditional
origin for the Macarthurs of Breadalbane and Glenlyon, and refused to entertain the idea that through that
traditional origin they might also have some far-off tinker clansmen.

Dr John Stewart of Fyndynate was by no means so squeamish about admitting tinker claims for clan ranking
according to their surnames. He had been a navy surgeon for many years, and when he came home to reside
on his small ancestral property in Strathtay, and to establish for himself a medical practice over a large
district, he was found still to be a Highlander of the Highlanders in language and sympathies. He was one of
the small lairds of long descent who helped much to link all classes together and to sweeten the social life of
their locality and their age. He gave the tinkers a camping-place on his property, where they took care to
comport themselves so well that no fault could be justly found with them by Justices of the Peace of which
body he was himself a member nor by ministers, kirk sessions, or the country people. When they encamped
on his ground he looked to it that they should send their children to school well cleaned, and as decently
clothed as circumstances allowed. The camping ground was open to bands of all surnames, but if two bands
came at the same time they had to keep the peace among themselves, or woe to the offenders. The tinkers
who used the royal surname of Stewart and they were numerous looked up to Fyndynate as their special or
almost heaven-born chief, and those of other surnames were not much behind them in their devotion and
obedience to him. When the country had no rural police, and kilns were numerous, and there was a large
and steady demand for horn spoons and tin-smith's work, the tinkers had a tolerably good time of it,
although their old silversmith work had come to an end with the eighteenth century in most places. As his
part of the country was as orderly and as law-abiding as could be wished, Fyndynate did not see the
necessity for Sir Robert Peel's blue-coated police. He soon came into collision with the one who was
stationed at Aberfeldy. He was driving in his dogcart one day to visit a patient whose house was some
twenty miles up the country, and when he reached the Weem toll-bar he met the new policeman with a
little tinker widow woman in tow. She was a daughter of old Duncan, and her proper name was Jean
Macarthur, but she was known on both sides of the Grampians by the nickname of "Co-leaic," whatever that
strange com pound word might mean. Amazed at seeing the harmless Co-leaic interfered with, Fyndynate
pulled up his horse, and in fiery wrath for his just indignation at anything which looked to him like
oppression of the weak flared up like kindled tow shouted to the policeman, "Let that woman go. Why have
you dared to stop her?" "I have stopped her," replied the policeman, "because she is a vagrant." "She is,"
was the stern retort, "what she was born to be. She was at school with me. She has brave sons in the British
army. I know her history, and will be her warrant that she has always been a decent, harmless body. Let her
go at once if you do not want to get into trouble for being over-officious." Then turning to the Co-leaic, he
asked her, "Where were you going when this man stopped you?" She mentioned a farm some miles further
up the water. "I'll be driving past it," said he, "so get up on the back seat and I'll take you there." In this
manner demure little Jean was carried off triumphantly, and the over- zealous policeman was left
discomfited.

Politically a Tory of the Tories, our worthy doctor was practically a democratic feudalist with a sympathetic
heart, unpaid services, an open hand, a voice loud in denunciation of oppression, and persuasive in pleading
for the poor and afflicted. To take the tinker class as the lowest, I verily believe he did more good among
them by blending kindness with scoldings and quarter-deck discipline than any of the agencies for
redeeming them which have been since then set on foot. And they repaid him with reverential devotion and
worshipful loyalty. I had in later years, when schoolmaster and registrar at Fortingall, a singularly touching
proof of the feelings his tinker people entertained towards him. On a winter day, when the roads were
slushy after a heavy fall of snow, and showers were still falling, a young sprightly tinker girl of twenty or
thereabouts, who, if well washed and dressed, would have been called a pretty girl anywhere, came to ray
house. She had a newly-born, well-wrapt babe clasped to her bosom, and her errand was to get it registered.
She sat by the kitchen fire crooning in the pride of young motherhood to the pink morsel of humanity while I



went for the register, and my sister made tea for her. When questioned as to the date of birth and other
usual particulars, the story, in all respects a true one, which she had to tell was an amazing one. The child
was not yet forty-eight hours old, and yet she had, through the slushy roads and snow showers, walked with
it that day four long Scotch miles to get it registered. She made quite light of that feat of hardihood, but
shuddered a little when telling what preceded the child's birth. She and her young husband were with the
band to which they belonged in Bunrannoch when she began to think that it was nearly her time, and
insisted on going away with her man at once, that their child might be born on Fyndynate's Land, where she
had been born herself. "When more than half way over the hill the snowstorm," she said, "burst suddenly
upon us, and after struggling for a while with the storm, I became weary-worn, and my trouble began.
Happily the hill barn above the Garth farmhouses was near, and my lad, the dear fellow, carried me and laid
me therein. He ran himself panting 'le anail na uchd' to the farm-houses for help. And good women, with
blankets and lights, for it was now mirk night, came to me, and could not have been kinder if they had been
angels from heaven. My bairn was born in the barn, but they soon carried us both to a comfortable bed and
warm fireside. It is a pity that the bairn was not born at Fyndynate, but it is a mercy he is a boy, and that he
is to be baptised John Stewart." "But," I hinted, "your husband does not call himself a Stewart?" "Well," she
replied, "I am a Stewart, and my first-born is to be baptised John Stewart." When the entry was completed,
she was getting to her second cup of tea, and I asked her if she would like an ember in it. "Oh," she said, "I
want to be a strictly sober woman all my life, but to-day a drop of spirits would go down deas-taobh mo
chleibh the right side of my heart." So the second cup was laced with whisky, and having merrily thanked us
and drunk it up, she went on her way rejoicing. I hope John Stewart grew up to be a hardy soldier; but I
never afterwards came across him or his parents, probably because when I went to Balquidder I was outside
their travelling ground.”



Article on Lochcarron’s Travelling People (in the 1900s)

From article in 2006 in the West Highland Free Press,  [by Professor Donald MacLeod, aka 'Donnie Foot'
Principal of the Free Church College in Edinburgh,] about the Travelling People of the Isle of Lewis.

Copied from James MacDonald’s website: (Jimmy is from the Jamima MacDonald line, Jamima is sister of
Susannah MacDonald) https://sites.google.com/site/mrjamesmacdonald/travs

Quote... "Last week's coverage of Lochcarron's travelling people touched a raw nerve. I spent my
childhood surrounded by tinkers. We didn't dare call them that to their faces, of course, because
most of them were bigger than us. But we didn't have too many scruples about it.

Our teachers told us they were tin-smiths, a perfectly honourable occupation, and all of us used
their pails, mugs and buckets to carry water from the well and milk from the cow (or the dairy).
Besides, John Bunyan had been a tinker, and that invested his class with the aura of his genius. But
even if it hadn't, there was still that physical bit. It wasn't simply that they were bigger. In all those
things that mattered to boys they were better: better at football, better at scrapping and better at
running. And as if all that weren't enough, when it came to horses they were magic. Man and boy,
they could ride bareback like rodeo stars, clinging to the mane as their horses galloped across road
and moor; and if they fell off they thought nothing of it. One minute they seemed doomed under
flying hooves; the next they were leaping unerringly on to the horse's back.

At school, they shared our classrooms: Jacob, John, Angie and Coll (all MacDonalds); Jimmy, Jimsie
and Dolly (Stewarts); and Evan and Archie (Drummonds). Evan it was who risked his life to save a
sheep trapped in broken ice on the Laxdale River; and Archie it was who loved to rise to the assistant
head's teasing question, "Who do you think you are?" "I think I'm Archie, sir!" But they had a raw
deal. On their first day in school, they were put in the back seat and there they stayed till the day
they left. After 10 years of the sort of schooling we had in the good old days, most of them could
barely write their names. The very fact that you were a tinker was taken to mark you as someone
with serious learning difficulties.

Yet, neglect was only a small part of what they suffered. Almost every day, the tinkers were late for
class; and almost every day this meant a belting, even though everyone knew that tinkers didn't
have clocks and that being late wasn't the child's fault. Supposing there was nothing else, that one
fact damns for me the whole school culture of my youth. Thank heaven for the changed world of
today, where education is child-centred, the belt is banned and schools provide pupils of all
backgrounds with a safe, reassuring environment! It must have been particularly tough for the girls.
Hannah was just my age, an undernourished, gentle and patient slip of a girl who walked home from
school with us and afterwards joined in our games. Years later, when she was married in Lochaber
and I was the Free Church minister of Kilmallie, she startled a crowded bus by yelling with delight
when she saw this wraith-like, dog-collared boy-cleric come aboard. I was on my way to the manse,
she to the encampment at Annat, but we had shared a childhood.



And there was Bella, sister to Jimmy who was about my own age and was the best (and certainly the
most willing) footballer in the place. Jimmy died in his early teens, from a brain tumour, and his
death rocked our little boy-community. Bella was a replica of the young Princess Anne: golden curls,
golden smile and infinite civility and charm. She married young and it was in connection with her
wedding (I hope she won't mind me telling this) that the story was told of the minister approaching
her future husband to ask, "Are you the bridegroom?" "No!" he said, "I'm only the man who's
getting married!"

Bella appeared at our door frequently, usually to ask for aspirin or some other medication. The men
never seemed to call, but the women appeared frequently, carrying enormous packs on their backs:
the "malaid", we called it, after the Gaelic. Made of sacking, it contained the wares they peddled
round the doors of the village. No sooner had they entered than the malaid would be opened on the
floor and an elaborate game would begin between Clemag and my mother. Item after item would be
taken out: needles, combs, cotton-reels, hair-nets and other bric-a-brac; and each time my mother
would comment, "Gheibh mi na's saor e ann a Woolie's!" ("I'll get it cheaper in Woolworth's",
whence indeed most of it came). But after the game was over, Clemag would have her cup of tea
and take her leave, half-a-crown richer (and a few needles poorer).

It would be absurd to portray these people as saints. They were human beings, and there was a good
deal of human nature in each of them. Some of the girls were viragos and some of the boys were
bullies. Some of those who sold horses were crooks and many's the crofter who bought a huge,
magnificent beast for a bargain price, only to discover as soon as he tried to harness it that the
animal was ex-army and hopelessly shell-shocked. When the men drank they fought, when the men
fought the women joined in and when the women joined in all hell could break loose.

But for the most part they played their pipes, did their National Service, made their pails and kept to
themselves. The description "travelling-people" scarcely fits them at all. Certainly they had their
spring-carts, and in the late forties they sometimes moved, piling their tents and possessions on to
the carts and disappearing from school for weeks. But they always came back, and as the years went
by they moved less and less.

The reason was simple. In Lewis they had three permanent sites: one at Marybank, one at Tong
Bridge and one at Laxdale. None of these were official. They were merely sites on the common
grazings, where tinkers had lived unmolested for generations. They had no legal title to these sites.
Significantly, however, the land was owned not by some jealous laird, but by the Stornoway Trust,
which turned a blind eye to these squatters and was prepared to argue, if challenged, that their
residences were not permanent dwellings.

Which they certainly weren't. They were simple tents consisting of nothing more than large canvas
sheets stretched over long branches of willow, a tin stove in the middle and a tin pipe carrying the
smoke through the roof. What fuel they burnt we never knew. They were surrounded on all sides by
crofters' peats, yet none of these peats ever disappeared. But no fuel could have made these
primitive shelters hospitable in a Lewis winter and how they survived is a mystery.

Gradually things improved. They began to replace their tents with sheds built from such timber as
they could find, cladding it with tin sheeting secured by splitting empty tar barrels. Again, the trust
turned a blind eye, as did the community, to whom the tinkers were a natural part of God's creation.



Socially, too, things began to improve. The Drummonds showed a natural talent as entrepreneurs;
others found employment locally; and a few left for work on the mainland, never to return (among
them all of Clemag's sons, including my friends, John Angie and Jacob).

In 1954, one girl from Tong Bridge passed the Qualifying Exam and duly took her place in the
Nicolson Institute. The Drummonds moved on from horses to lorries and from tents to big houses
(and Willie felt confident enough to sue the sheriff for referring to him as "the man with the red
nose"). The decisive step was taken when Comhairle nan Eilean decided to build a terrace of
attractive bungalows just beside the tinkers' Laxdale site. Travelling-genes or no travelling-genes,
they moved in, soon to be joined by others from the council's ordinary waiting list. Today, Bridge
Cottages (the traditional address given by the MacDonalds and Stewarts when they enrolled at
school) is as trim, prim and well-kept as any similar terrace in the country. Nobody is interested in
whether any of the tenants is (or was) a tinker. They're just people.

This is no special plug for the humanity of the Western Isles. Lochaber effected a similar transition.
The council house next to the Free Church in Caol was tenanted in my day by one of Clemag's
daughters, heroic mother to a succession of children suffering from tragic physical handicap.

I am not going to preach a sermon. But Wester Ross is surely vast enough and empty enough to
provide permanent sites for travelling people. Without them, my childhood would have been
immeasurably poorer. And I would hate to be judged by the amount of rubbish I generate at two
different sites every week."



APPENDIX 3: SCOTTISH NAMES/ NAMING

FAMILY NAMES IN THE WESTERN ISLES

Extracted and copied exactly from: http://direcleit.wordpress.com/2011/02/22/more-on-family-names-in-
the-western-isles/ (I have requested permission to use – awaiting confirmation).

NB Original Article from Blair MacAulay is in the Ebooks Section.

“I came upon an excellent & eloquent explanation of the usage of family names written by Blair
MacAulay, Toronto, who is an authority on the genealogy of North Uist. Here are the key points, to
which I have added a few brief comments:

In … the Outer Hebrides before about the year 1800 surnames did not exist!

A fact that simply cannot be over-emphasised…

People were known by their “sloinneadh” (i.e. their “handle” or name by which they were commonly
known) that was a combination of one or more of the following: nickname, patronymic, occupational
name and/or place of residence.

For example, the tailor Angus MacPherson might be known as “Angus Tailor”. More frequently the
“sloinneadh” was the person’s patronymic (e.g. “Aonaghus Iain Domhnullach” (Angus John son of
Donald) which was the patronymic of Angus John MacDonald of Knockline, the well-known North
Uist genealogist born in 1900).

Another example would be “”Domhnull mac Alasdair ‘ic Raonuill” (Donald son of Alexander the son
of Ronald) (in Gaelic “mac” means “son” and mhic, or abbreviated “’ic”, means “son of the son”.

Note in the foregoing examples that the surname is not used (or needed!) as everyone would know
from the naming pattern the family to which such person belonged.

When in the early 19th C surnames became necessary for civil purposes most Highlanders simply
adopted the surname of their Clan Chief, which in the case of North Uist was Lord MacDonald of
Sleat (Skye).

This partly explains why some 70% of the population of North Uist today has the surname
“MacDonald”.

He was their clan chief as they were his followers and resided on his lands and under the pre-1745
feudal system in Scotland were obligated to fight for him.

Thus notwithstanding their common surname, few MacDonalds from North Uist have any blood
relationship to the MacDonald’s of Sleat, or indeed to others in Scotland with the surname
“MacDonald”.

The predominate view, at least in North America, that every one in the Highlands belonged to a clan
to which they were related by blood is accordingly a romantic myth.



A myth that, in part, came about with the Victorian reinvention of Highland Scotland.

The following extract from “How The Scots Invented the Modern World”, by Arthur Herman, Crown
Publishers, New York, 2001 at page 104 makes this point very clearly:

“The term clan, comes of course from the Gaelic clann, meaning “children”. It implied a kinship group
of four or five generations, all claiming descent from a common ancestor. And clan chieftains
encouraged their followers to believe that they were indeed bound together like family.

Men such as the Duke of Argyll of the Campbells or Lord Lovat of the Frasers routinely demanded a
loyalty from their tenants not unlike that of children for a father. But it was entirely a fiction.

The average clan … was no more a family than is a Mafia “family”.

The only important blood ties were between the chieftain and his various caporegimes, the so-called
tacksmen who collected his rents and bore the same name.

Below them were a large nondescript, and constantly changing population of tenants and peasants,
who worked the land and owed the chieftain service in war and peacetime.

Whether they considered themselves Campbells or MacPhersons or MacKinnons was a matter of
indifference, and no clan genealogist or bard, the seanachaidh, ever wasted breath keeping track of
them. What mattered was that they were on clan land, and called it home.”

That may sound somewhat harsh to our modern ears, but it encapsulates the circumstances
pertaining at the time.

It is another common misconception is that there is a distinction between a “Mc” and a “Mac” – say
one family with the surname “McDonald” and another with the surname “MacDonald”. There is no
distinction whatsoever. Both are attempts to translate the Gaelic “mhic” (meaning “son of”) into
English. Thus “Iain mhic Iomhair” (John son of Iver) became “John MacIver”.

This non-distinction is still erroneously held to be true by many an Anglo-Saxon!

North Uist forenames are also unreliable. Until the end of the 19th C few in North Uist could speak,
read and write English and certainly used only Gaelic in everyday life (they still do – but today are
also completely fluent in English).

However, one of the results of the defeat of the Scots in 1745 at Culloden was that priests, ministers,
and government officials in Scotland were forbidden to maintain any public record in Gaelic. Thus you
frequently had a Census taker who only spoke English having to record information given to him by
persons who spoke only Gaelic.

The attack upon Gaelic culture included every aspect of it, especially the language.

As there were no commonly accepted English equivalents of many Gaelic names, particularly in early
periods, the result was that the Census taker “tried his best”, usually phonetically, to record a Gaelic
name in English. Thus you can find the same person referred to by completely different English names
in different records.



This is extremely important to understand for those attempting to research their own family history,
and it didn’t stop with the peoples names. Placenames suffered this same mangling in their
Anglicisation too.

Over time certain Gaelic names came to have an “accepted” English equivalent, often with no
obvious connection to the Gaelic name. For example a person locally known in Gaelic as “Gilleasbuig
Mac Dhomnull” would probably appear in the Census or in a register of marriages etc. as “Archibald
MacDonald”. Thus an official record may contain reference to a person under a name that was
completely different to the name that he was known by to his contemporaries.

Were I to travel back in time & present my (painstakingly recreated) family tree to my ancestors,
they would probably wonder who on Earth I was referring to!

With many thanks to Blair MacAulay for permission to quote these extracts “



TRADITIONAL NAMING PATTERNS IN SCOTLAND

Extracted from http://myweb.wyoming.com/~msaban/SCTname.htm

“These naming patterns are not iron clad, but were used extensively. We have found the patterns to
be extremely useful in identifying possible family groups. Later research is then used to verify these
family groups, such as Old Parish Records and census. By the latter part of the 1800's however,
people were beginning to expand a little on the naming of their children. That gave far more variety;
but then for us genealogists perhaps it was a step they should not have taken.

Daughters

1. Firstborn daughter - named after her maternal grandmother (her mother's mother)
• Variation - named after her paternal grandmother (her father's mother)

2. Secondborn daughter - named after her paternal grandmother (her father's mother)
• Variation - named after her maternal grandmother (her mother's mother)

3. Thirdborn daughter - named after her mother

4. Fourthborn daughter - named after her mother's oldest sister
• Variation - named after her maternal great grandmother (her mother's maternal grandmother)

5. Fifthborn daughter - named after her father's oldest sister
• Variation - named after her paternal great grandmother (her father's maternal grandmother)

Sons

1. Firstborn son - named after his paternal grandfather (his father's father)
• Variation - named after his maternal grandfather (his mother's father)

2. Secondborn son - named after his maternal grandfather (his mother's father)
• Variation - named after his paternal grandfather (his father's father)

3. Thirdborn son - named after his father

4. Fourthborn son - named after his father's oldest brother
• Variation - named after his paternal great grandfather (his father's paternal grandfather)

5. Fifthborn son - named after his mother's oldest brother
• Variation - named after his maternal great grandfather )his mother's paternal grandfather)

USE OF MIDDLE NAMES



One of the more perplexing questions we found was "Where did these middle names come from that
sounded like surnames?"

Here are some of the tips we have found:

1. It was customary to name at least one child's middle name after the surname of the local parish
minister who christened that child. For example, in our Meikle family, we had a James Dewar Meikle.
For years we looked for a familial connection to the Dewar family to no avail. Then we saw a tip
somewhere about the parish minister. Sure enough, in the baptism records for James Dewar Meikle,
the parish minister was Hugh Dewar.

2. It was also customary to name a child's middle name after the surname of the person for whom
they are named. For instance, Agnes Templeton Meikle was the thirdborn daughter of George Meikle
and Agnes Forrest Templeton. Hence, the name Agnes since she was thirdborn, and the middle name
of Templeton, denoting her mother's maiden name.

3. It was also common to give sons and daughters a middle name denoting the maiden surname of
the mother. This is helpful when trying to identify the maiden surname of the mother.

4. If a child died during the parent's childbearing years, it was VERY common to use that name again.
Thus, if Elizabeth Wilson was born on 1 Jan 1800 and died 3 Feb 1803, the next daughter born was
given the name of Elizabeth. That makes it difficult to follow the naming patterns.
=====================

I had this experience in tracing one of my ancestor's family's where there was actually 3 ``Malcolm``s
born! :

- the first son was named Malcolm (Father's father) - he died at 3 months of age
- the next son born was named Malcolm, again (Father's father had to be followed)
- the following son (2nd) was named after the mother's father
- the next son (3rd) was named after his father
- the next son (4th) must have been named after the father's oldest brother (again, Malcolm) to
become the 3rd Malcolm born - and the 2nd living one!

I hope this helps.....

Jamie “



APPENDIX 4 The Stewart link with the Jacobite Rebellion

NB See Appendix 5 for more recommended reading on the lewis, Loch Broom, Ross and Cromarty support in
the Jacobite rebellion)

The Stewarts of the Coigach  peninsula/region  and the Jacobite rebels

Small note on the Stewarts of Coigach outlining that all Stewarts in the Coigach region are descended from 3
Stewarts who fled to Coigach after the Battle of Culloden.  The parents of the 7/8 sisters were found in
Coigach in 1851 some 100 years after the Battle of Culloden.
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coigach/nbadsc.htm#stewart

The Coigach region is a Stewart strong hold (not to be confused with the Balquidder Stewarts near Perth)
and is known to be pro- Jacobite : http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coigach/jaco2.htm

The role of various Stewart families in Culloden, including extracts from the muster roll of the ‘rebel’ army ,
whilst most of the named people were officers and not canon fodder, the webpage demonstrates just how
important the Stewarts were to Prince Charles causehttp://www.drewry.net/TreeMill/indiI556.html

Post Culloden, a list of ‘rebels was made up’ – (A list of persons concerned in the rebellion: transmitted to
the commissioners of excise by the several supervisors in Scotland in obedience to a general letter of the 7th
May, 1746'). this has been placed into an excel file and can be downloaded from the sources section of the
website.

This demonstrates just how the English forces tracked down and tried to quash Jacobite supporters, the kilt
and bag pipes were banned. After Culloden many people with certain surnames such as Macgregor were
banned and anyone carrying that name was put to death etc. I do think that it is likely that the Stewarts
probably had forebears with different names, and changed their name to Stewart post Battle of Culloden.
Many rebels were deported in forced emigration and many of these were MacDonalds and Stewarts
including some from Coigach area who could possibly be related, we probably wont ever know as the
records of travelling families are scarce to non-existent.

Now interesting, Jane/jean MacArthur was born in Bonar Sutherland in circa 1804 some 58 years after the
Battle of Bonar Bridge, where the Earl of Sutherland ( loyal to the English government) attacked troops of
the Earl of Cromartie ( from Ross and Lewis). The Cromartie troops were defeated and this meant that
Cromartie’s troops never reached the Culloden battlefield.  NB the  Battle of Bonar Bridge also known as
Battle of Littleferry http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Battle_of_Littleferry&redirect=no ( as
actually Bonar bridge wasn’t built until 1812, long after Culloden).

Its conjecture of course, but I do wonder if the Tinker Stewarts were familiar with the Sutherland to
Ullpool/Gairloch/Skye route, as the family has been found in both areas through time,  and maybe this
originated from Battle times.   It is also interesting to note that Jane/jean MacArthur’s father Duncan is listed
as being a ‘tinsmith but formerly a policeman’. I don’t see why a policeman (which requires some level of
education) would become a tinsmith, unless perhaps forced out of the home for some reason, such as being
a Jacobite sympathiser.  Likely? Probably not, but possible yes.



Some Coigach General History and links with MacLeods of Lewis

Extracted verbatim from http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coigach/history.htm

Site maintained by Donald MacDonald Ross of Nigara Falls.

“The following history is a work in process, I have consulted many "secondary" sources, and reccomend any
serious researcher seek out original documents! Useful has been the book based on the Cromartie estate
papers (SOURCE INFO). The Associated Clan Macleod Societies Genealogy Resources Web Page, and the
Battles of the Clans history placed on the Electronic Scotland website at Conflicts of the Clans where it

mentions battles "The Troubles of the Lewis".

Feel free to comment on this pocket history, and suggest events for inclusion. I lack info on the Hector
voyage, and the departure of Coigach people with the Revd. Norman MacLeod. I can be emailed at

don_niagara@yahoo.ca

The Barony of Coigach is about 145,000 acres, the northwest third of the Parish of Lochbroom, largest Parish
in the County of Ross and Cromarty. Always remote, Coigach only became accessable to wheeled transport
from the east in 1790.

Anciently Coigach was Clan MacLeod land, though through the middle ages it was also owned at times by
Mackay of Strathnaver, and the Earl of Ross. Its Chieftans descended from the Assynt MacLeods, who were
themselves a cadet of the MacLeods of Lewis.

Possession by the MacLeods was not a simple legal matter like todays real estate transactions; in 1596
Torquil Dubh MacLeod landed at Garvie in Coigach with 800 followers from Lewis and a battle was fought for
the peninsula. His opponent was Torquil Connanach MacLeod, his half brother! The two Torquils were
disputing not only possesion of Coigach, but also title and ownership of Lewis.

The brother's father, Rory, had nine children through three marriages, and five "base", or "natural" sons.
Rory repudiated Torquil Connanach's mother claiming adultery by her (afterwords she did elope with his
nephew), and had twice been imprisoned by Torquil Connanach, once for four years! All the sons were
involved in the dynastic struggle, and several met their deaths at brothers hands or orders.

It is not likely the soap-opera of this family's life was normal for all the people at that time, though only such
major landowner/Lairds were well documented.

Torquil Conannach was so named because he was raised amongst his mothers family at Strathconan. His
mother Janet was a "natural" daughter of the ninth MacKenzie Laird of Kintail, head of that powerful clan.
The government had recently acknowleged Torquil Connanach's claim as heir of Rory MacLeod, to the estates
of Lewis, Coigach, and elsewhere.

The district became part of the Cromartie MacKenzie possessions when Torquil Connanach's daughter and
heir, Margaret MacLeod, married her cousin Sir Roderick "Rory" MacKenzie of Tarbat, younger brother of the



powerful MacKenzie of Kintail. The estate of Lochbroom including Coigach, and a great deal more of the
Lewis property, was given by Torquil Connanach to his daughter Margaret as a dowry. Interesting that the
eldest sons of the MacKenzie Cromartie Earls have continued since then to use the title "Lord MacLeod".

Torquil Dhu eventually lost the dynastic battle, and his life, when his niece Margaret's husband Rory
MacKenzie, who was a member of the Scottish privy council, had him declared a rebel, arrested and
beheaded in 1597.

MacKenzie, also known as the Tutor of Kintail, because he was guardian of his underage nephew, ended the
inter-MacLeod battles by seizing Lewis himself, and executing many of his wifes feuding relatives.

Surnames for common people developed long after those for the Lairds. At the time of the inter-necine
MacLeod battles most clansfolk would have had descriptive surnames locally, and if travelling they would
have been known by their Laird's surnames. MacLeod remained as the dominant surname till the MacKenzie
family inherited the Barony. Since then an increasing number of the tenants adopted the surname
MacKenzie, or were immigrants from other MacKenzie estates. Few other surnames have become
established among common folk.

Rory MacKenzie was politically astute, and rose to great influence with the Royal Stuart family, among the
titles collected by his family was Earl of Cromartie, after their estate in Easter Ross. The Coigach tenants
followed the fortunes of their Lairds, even though from 1600 on they were absentee landlords with interests
elsewhere.

The Third Earl of Cromartie came out in support of the Stuarts in the 1745 rebellion, and his tenants in
Coigach made up a large part of his regiment. The rebellion was disastrous for the MacKenzies; the Earl was
spared from execution, but was forced to live in virtual house arrest in England till his death in 1766. His son,
Lord MacLeod, was given a conditional pardon and went to Sweden, where he became colonel and aide-de-
camp to the King of Sweden. The estate and titles were annexed by the Crown.

The French landed a crew on Eilean a'Chlerich  one of the Summer Isles of Coigach, to rescue Charles
Edward Stuart in 1746, but he ended up leaving from an island much further south, near Skye.

The British Navy and its Marines raided the district for years after the rebellion, burning houses, and
looting the black cattle the area was famous for. They are said to have burned the forest of Coigach. The
people suffered greatly for their loyalty to their Laird.

For many years there were thought to be weapons hidden by the people, and a much sought Jacobite
fugitive, Ross of Pitcalnie, had been hidden by David Ross following the defeat.

The Coigach Stewart families are said to descend from a party of Stuart of Atholl soldiers, who fled with
their wives and families following the Battle of Culloden, and found refuge among the poor people of
Coigach.

Though later there was some repopulation by families from Lewis to replace the people killed in battle, exiled
or "transported" to the American colonies, the district never truly recovered, and remained impoverished into
the twentieth century. The rents received barely exceeded the expenses of the landowners.



For four decades after the Jacobite Rebellion Coigach remained in the control of the Trustees of the Annexed
Estates, though the loyalty of the common people seems to have stayed with the exiled MacKenzies who
received gifts, and even rent payments while under house arrest in English exile!

Lord MacLeod, now a Swedish Count, returned to England in 1777 and offered his services to the British
Crown that as an 18 year old in 1745 he had recruited the Coigach tenantry against. He rapidly raised a
highland regiment and led it to fight in India. Again his soldiers included many Coigach people. In 1784, the
government rewarded him for his services by returning the annexed estates, including Coigach. The titles
were not returned until Victoria's reign.

In the 1820s and '30s much of Coigach's common grazing ground was seized by the Cromartie family, and
leased out to sheep farmers and wealthy "sporting tenants" from southern Scotland or England.

The farming tenants were confined to use of lots of two to three acres by the seashore, and the older
communal farming system or "runrig" was ended at this time, with the land divided into "Lots", and the
tenants called Lotters if they rented land, or Cotters if they worked others rented land. The people were
forced to rely more on fishing and growing of potatoes in a "crofting" system that has continued, with
modifications, till today.

The fishing in Lochbroom was mostly for herring from small boats with crews of three to six sailors. There
were a few larger boats which went to the more steady North Sea fishery off Wick in Caithness, such as the
forty ton drifter, "Tonsor of Reiff", but the smaller boats predominated.

Many years the fish shoals disappeared and the people went hungry; the last famine was in the 1870s. The
Cromartie family sponsored work schemes, primarily the building of roads, so there was rarely starvation,
though there was intense poverty most years.

Some sources point to a doubling or tripling of the population in the century before records such as the
census began, though my own suspicion is that it did not rise so fast. During the period covered by the files on
this website the population remained stable, as children grew they emigrated to Canada, New Zealand, or
Australia. Others went to work in southern cities like Glasgow, where labour was needed for the emerging
industries, or they enrolled in the army.

During this time democracy was only slowly expanding to the Highlands; in 1832 there were 516 people
eligible to vote in Ross and Cromarty, out of a population of 74,800.

There was widespread potato blight in 1836, and an early frost that destroyed the barley crop. 1836 and '37
were famine years in Coigach. Some of my contacts had ancestors who emigrated to Canada in 1837, I
suspect as part of a larger movement related to that famine. The book "Achiltibuie" by Anne Barnes says that
in 1838 two hundred people left for New South Wales.

That small famine was followed a decade later by the disaster of 1846-8. In 1846 the potatoes were hit with
the same blight that ravaged Ireland. Widespread starvation was avoided by the Cromartie MacKenzie family
sending in supplies of grain, and again sponsoring work projects.

Anne Hay-MacKenzie, the Cromartie MacKenzies heiress married the Marquis of Stafford in 1849. A few
months after the wedding Anne's father died, and she inherited the estate, including Coigach.



Anne's new husband, the Marquis of Stafford, was heir to the Duke of Sutherland, who was one of the richest
men in the Kingdom. Stafford and his wife were told to make their income from the Cromartie estates
(Coigach, Strathpeffer, and Tarbat) during the Duke's life. Economy was a difficult task for them, as the
recent famine, and large annual pensions to the widows of various Cromartie MacKenzies, had drained the
estates resources. Their personal expenses were also high, with renovations needed to their castle, and
entertaining in the style of nobility.

By this time the poor tenants or "Lotters" were being seen as a burden on the finances of the estate, with
rents often years in arrears. Profit for the estate was made by the rental of large areas of the peninsula to
southern sheep farmers, and "sporting tenants". A policy of gradual removal of the Lotters followed for some
years, freeing up more land for sheep farms and hunting preserves.

Stafford was under pressure from his father's factors, who urged him to go to the massive evictions of
tenantry that had been used on the Sutherland Estates. In 1852 it was decided to evict the Lotters at
Badenscallie, and move them two miles away to smaller crofts by the sea near Badentarbat.

The Sherrif went out from Ullapool with police escort 18 March 1852 to serve eviction notices. When their
boat arrived at Badenscallie they were met by a force of local women, who ripped off the officers clothes,
searching them for the summons. A bonfire was made of all the eviction summons there on the beach, and
the Sherriff's party was sent back to Ullapool.

A second eviction party was sent out, with the Factor himself, and more reinforcements. As they travelled
along the coast they saw hundreds of angry tenants massed on the shores, and they were unable to serve
their summons at either Achnahaird or Achiltibuie. At Achnahaird the summons were ripped from the
officers, and burnt before their eyes. The boat they arrived in was dragged 300 yards across the shingle
beach.

In February 1853 another attempt at eviction was made, with a boat landing at Culnacraig. Again the women
seized and burnt the summonses, sending the officer back to Ullapool almost naked. The Factor of the estate
began to refer to the tenants in his correspondance at this time as "the Coigach insurgents", and tried to
arrange for a military force to be sent. The "Coigach Rebellion" ended then, as Stafford gave up the idea of
large scale evictions of tenants when his request for troops was rejected.

Other Highland Lairds had been encouraging emigration for some years, and in 1853 the Marquis decided to
fund an emigration from Coigach through the Highland and Island Emigration Society, possibly influenced by
the growing revolt among his tenants. The Sir Allan McNab departed from Liverpool with 65 Coigach
emigrants on 28 October, 1853, arriving at Hobart Tasmania the next year. Hugh Campbell, a Tasmanian
historian, (CONTACT INFO), has written an article about the emigration, which is on this website at; corn.htm

Gwen Smith in Tasmania (CONTACT INFO) is also descended from Coigach people in that journey. Gwen has
mailed me a photocopy of the passenger list of the Sir Allan McNab, which I have turned into a file;
mcnab.htm. That list is complemented by the hiring list of the passengers at Tasmania, which was
transcribed by Hugh; see hire.htm

In 1862 there was another crop failure, and the herring shoals vanished from Lochbroom. The old Duke of
Sutherland had died the year previously, and the Cromartie estate management merged with that of
Sutherland. Relief was now co-ordinated by the Sutherland Factors, much less sympathetic than the
Cromartie Factors!



Road building projects again were launched, however the tenants had to purchase their grain from dealers
who raised prices mercilessly. Thankfully a good harvest and return of the herring occured in 1863, however
many tenants were left indebted to the meal merchants, and evictions due to unpaid rents increased.

Over the next decade things generally improved for the crofters of Coigach, though in 1870 and '72 there
were again crop failures and wide spread hunger.

In 1872 the Scottish Education Act was passed, transferring control of the schools from the landed
proprietors (like the Duke and Duchess), to elected school boards. This was the beginning of true democracy
in Coigach, and the election in 1873 was bitterly fought, with the representatives of the Duke losing out to
people supported by the Free Church minister, Rev. Kenneth McMillan.

The Duke was becoming less respected by, and respectful of, his Coigach tenants. For all its vast size Coigach
was only returning him a net income of 800 pounds. A revaluation of all his property was set in motion in
1875, with an eye towards increasing rents. The valuation took three years.

In 1876 the Cromartie estates were transferred to the Duke's second son, Lord Francis, who as his father had
been earlier, was limited to the income from the Estates, the revaluation of rents became of critical financial
importance to him!

In October 1878 the Factor decided the new rent structure based on the valuation; although a few rents
would decrease, most would rise between 33 and 50 percent.

The new rents were collected in 1879, a good harvest year, but there was growing resentment among the
crofters, who were receiving news of rent-strikes on Irish estates. The period 1883 to 1886 had an
atmosphere of revolution in the Highlands. The Coigach tenants began to refuse paying rent, and started
political organisations to fight for their rights.

In December of 1881 there was a disasterous storm; only one of the boats at Achiltibuie survived. This was
followed by crop failures in '82 and '83. Though the Duke provided substantial relief and also some temporary
rent concessions, anger grew. More joined the Land League, and more began rent strikes.

The government in 1883 started an inquiry into conditions called "The Napier Commission on the Plight of the
Crofters and Cotters of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland". The Commission held hearings all around the
coast, including at Ullapool, where Duncan MacKenzie testified on behalf of Reiff. (See Duncan's Testimony).

As a result of the Napier Commission the Crofter Commission Act was passed in 1886. The Act gave the
crofters some new measure of security of tenure, and certain other rights, with the landowners being
diminished from their arbitrary powers of eviction and control of landuse.

In spite of tenants's pleas and petitions, the management of the estate dug in its heels, rejecting the idea of
transfering land to the crofters, and through 1888 and 1889 increased pursuit of rent defaulters.

The tide had turned against the old landed families in favour of their tenants. One of the results of the Crofter
Commission Act was a land court, which tended to render judgements in favour of the tenants. More rents
were withheld, and in some parts of the Highlands there were "land raids", where crofters seized lands left
vacant by the owners.



In advance of the decisions of the Crofter Commission rents in Coigach were cut twenty percent, the
Commission ruling changed that to twentyone at the end of 1890.

Three deaths occurred which had great affect on the people of Coigach. The Duchess of Sutherland died in
1888, her husband the third Duke died in 1892, and then a few months later, their second son, who had
inherited Coigach and the title of Earl of Cromartie.

The old Duke's will was contested in a bitter battle between family members, and as the new heiress of
Coigach, Lady Sibell, was underage the estate was put into the hands of trustees. The House of Lords finally
ruled on the will in 1896, cutting the Cromartie estates free from those in Sutherland, but also reducing Lady
Sibell's payout by 80,000 pounds, and her income by 2,200 pounds a year.

With her new husband, Captain Walter Blunt, Lady Sibell was forced to deal with a money losing estate; the
crofters were in arrears, the sporting tenants were not leasing the hunting lands of Coigach, and the sheep
farms were also losing tenants.

Between the first and second world wars they sold off Coigach in pieces. The tenants mostly received new
landlords, though there has been some movement since toward crofters buying their own lands.

Coigach today remains a very rural area, with an increasing reliance on tourism, and sale or rental of holiday
homes. There is a fish farm on Tanera Mor, and a "Hydroponicum" at Achiltibuie.

The Crofters families are now connected to the world by phone and internet, and the district is less isolated
than it was in the days covered by these web files. The descendants of Torquil MacLeod who battled his half-
brother for possesion in 1596 still maintain a presence in Coigach; though they sold off most of the land they
keep a pretty little cottage by the bridge at Achadh-a-bhraighe! “



APPENDIX 5: RECOMMENDED READING & NOTES ON BOOKS

EBOOKS
Download these books from ‘Ebooks’ section on website.  All are searchable PDF’s as listed below – you can
search for names such as Kaird/ceard/tinker/tinkler and place names etc in the PDF’s.

Evidence of tinkers making swords in the 1700s for the military (search for word ‘tinker’):

 William McGill 1909, ‘Old Ross-shire and Scotland, as seen in the Tain and Balnagown documents’

Travellers/tinkers mixing with cattle drovers, and market gathering events and secret trails across the
Highlands. Really sets the scene for the 1700s to 1900s, and actually an easy read:

 Lowdon, Richard Edward (2014) ‘To travel by older ways: a historical cultural geography of droving
In Scotland’. PhD thesis.

Details of heathen practices, superstitions etc, and ministries and spreading of the gospel in Rosshire covers
1600-1700s- search for place names such as Kenlochewe, Gairloch, Lochcarron:

 Rev John Kennedy 1867 2nd edition ‘The days of the fathers in Rosshire’

Book on folklore, superstitions, herbal remedies, births, deaths, St Maelrubha, the greatest of Celtic saints,
and WW1 deaths- easy read, quite short, but one to read by the fire in a comfy chair

 ‘Gairloch’ by Alexander Polson, J.P., F.E.I.S. (1920)

Brilliant and comprehensive description of the Gairloch area in 1700s and 1800s, with  earlier history on the
MacDonald clans. Details of iron works and smelters around Loch Maree ( possibly used by the tinsmith
tinkers?), the natural environment, superstitions etc, the herring fishing industry,  bairds and pipers, the
power of ‘second sight’, all actually quite interesting – goes through history from about 12th century to
1800s- search for place names Aultbea, Mellon Charles, Lochcarron:

 H. Dixon FSA Scot. 1886, ‘Gairloch in North-West Ross-Shire, It's Records, Traditions, Inhabitants and
Natural History with a Guide to Gairloch and Loch Maree and a Map and Illustrations"

NB On the website as a pdf (but not searchable) and MS Word document (searchable) and in html
format http://www.gutenberg.org/files/41227/41227-h/41227-h.htm



Extracts from Dixon 1886???

“The very few beggars seen in Gairloch are generally lowland tramps of the drinking class. The travelling
tinkers rarely beg; they pitch their rude tents in sheltered places, and repair the tin pans of the
neighbourhood. Some few tinkers are well known, and are considered respectable; others are not to be
trusted.

“The cod fishing was carried on until quite recently (about 1877) by means of long lines with baited hooks,
the bait being mostly mussels. Since 1877 nets have to a great extent displaced the baited lines. The lines
were entirely made by the people themselves, of horse-hair and hemp, until the early part of the present
century. The hooks were also home-made, for Gairloch used to be self-contained. The hooks were made out
of knitting needles, cut into proper lengths and then bent to the right shape, to effect which one end was
fixed in a door key. The point was then sharpened on a stone, and the barb was raised by means of a knife.
Ruaridh Ceard, the blacksmith at Second Coast (he was a tinker), used to make fish-hooks from backs of
pocket-knives and odd bits of steel. At that time everybody in Gairloch grew a small plot of hemp. The women
spun the flax with the distaff, and herring-nets and fishing-lines were made from it. Fish-hooks and lines, as
well as herring-nets, were precious articles in those days.”



AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE

The 1895 Scottish Traveller Report
Quite an eye opener, whilst MacDonalds and Stewarts are only mentioned a couple of times, this report
serves to demonstrate how much travellers were persecuted. Quite shocking really. Description from Robert
Dawson’s website :

“In 1894, an enquiry sat in various parts of Scotland to find out about and report back on Scotland’s
Traditional Travellers. Some of the committee were liberal, and some viciously prejudiced. Their
report made lots of comments and recommendations. One of the terrible results, was the rounding
up of the children of Travellers and their sending to Canada and Australia as domestic and ‘farm’
servants. The children were told their parents had died, or did not want them, or some such excuse;
mostly, the children were never heard of again from their families. The forced shipment continued
until the outbreak of WW1 and again after it until WW2. A little known horrific chapter in Scotland’s
history. This book is the actual report in so far as it relates to the Travellers. A4, stapled, extensive
index, 4 linocut drawings from the original report. “

Not available anywhere except from here http://www.robertdawson.co.uk/The-1895-Scottish-Traveller-
Report_A13IA3.aspx

Scottish Gypsies and Travellers: A Short History
Mostly about Romani Gypsies, and persecution with circa 1.5 pages on the Nawken/ceard/ceardannan or
black tinkers.  No mention of the MacDonalds, but the Stewarts are briefly mentioned.

By Donald Whyte. This pulling-together of the outline history of Scotland’s Travellers, brings back the first
proven date for Gypsies in Scotland, and adds to the known history. 87pp. – not available anywhere except
from here http://www.robertdawson.co.uk/Scottish-Gypsies-and-Travellers-A-Short-History_A13IA5.aspx
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Empty Lands £8.50
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£17.00
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Scottish Traditional Traveller Families: Published Sources £5.25
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£5.25



Web Links
for a detailed look at Lochbroom, Coigach and Ross and Cromarty, including isle of lewis inputs to the
Jacobite rebellion see here http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~coigach/ardloch.htm

For information on the Stewarts and the Jacobite stronghold of Coigach see here Tenant Genealogy of
Coigach Crofts, Scotland, 1800-1900 https://coigachlines.wordpress.com/about/

MacDonalds and the Jacobites
http://boards.ancestry.co.uk/thread.aspx?mv=flat&m=5705&p=surnames.mcdonald

Herring girls in the early 1900s ( Susannah macdonald was a herring girl)
https://www.virtualheb.co.uk/herring-girls-stornoway-western-isles/

Great detailed site on herring fishing http://sites.scran.ac.uk/secf_final/silver/index.php

Essay on herring fishing in Scotland by Dr JR Coull http://sites.scran.ac.uk/secf_final/silver/coull.php

Song of the fish gutters!
http://www.educationscotland.gov.uk/scotlandssongs/secondary/songofthefishgutters.asp

And the score is here http://mudcat.org/@displaysong.cfm?SongID=5466

Tatties and herring by Isla St Clair http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-
alias%3Daps&field-
keywords=tatties+and+herrin+isla+st+clair&rh=i%3Aaps%2Ck%3Atatties+and+herrin+isla+st+clair

Article on Herring women from Ancestors magazine http://issuu.com/penandsword/docs/herringwomen

BBC radio documentary called singing the fishing from the 1960s
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio2/radioballads/original/singingthefishing.shtml

bbc radio documentary on travellers/gyspsies in 1962
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio2/radioballads/original/travellingpeople.shtml



George campbell hay gaelic poet – find the reference

Those beautiful fish, silk-shot with a greenish-blue through the scales, are

the strongest hostages against penury. From the cold deep they have come

to brighten the hearth; fashioned in silver in the dark, as diamonds in the

bowels of the earth. The burnishing of knives was a labour of love in the

Back Street. What a sight it was to see again the big fishing-boats laced with

scales and the shining pile in the Square. The women sat on empty herring

boxes by the pile, their arms bared and dappled with blood. . . . When the

dusk came the work was continued within the store, whose interior, lit with

torches, presented a weird spectacle. Beneath the glare of the torches

mingled with smoke, the gutters with blood-stained hands sat around, their

faces starting out of the reek in the murky light and falling again into

shadow. The pile of herring smouldered in pools of dull gold. . . . The big

guttings of former days were recalled when the splendid fishing lured

gutters from Stornoway and Peterhead to Brieston. Old times were restored;

the old dead were resurrected; the aged were seen as young.

‘Many’s the guttin’ ye hae sang at noo, Flory’; and as the torches flicker

and the knives grow idle, and the weary hands are at rest a moment, a sweet

treble voice sings the Scottish ballad:

‘Last night there were four Maries,

To-night they’ll be but three’,

and fifty women take up the haunting air, making it swell beyond the rafters

and the roof to the night and the stars. In that song the hungry days are

ended, and the sorrows of the sea.


